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-Snow

is four feet deep in the woods.

-Mr. Asa Severy of Dixfield, was in
town Friday.
-Mr. S. F. Stetson of Sumner, was in
town, Friday.
-11r. John Briggs of Greene, w::is in
town Monday.
-Tuesday
was the r55th annh·ersary of
\Vashington's
birthday.
-Gilson
Mendall, former!} of Canton,
is sick with typhoid fever at his home in
Greene.
-The

Ladies'

Social

Circle

meets on with accura'e Portraits
and Autographs
of the 32 Go\'ernors
of our State, viz:
King, Williamson, Parris, Lincoln, Cutler
(acting,) Hunton, Smith, Dunlap, Kent,
Fairfield, Ka\'anagh
(acting,) Anderson,
Dana, Hubbard,
Crosby, A. P. Morrill,

Thursday evening, th is week, wi th t\frs.
M. R. Davis.
-The
selectmen have employed M1·.
Henry C. Adkins, as ~uperintenclent
of
the town farm this year.
-The
Prohibition
State Committee
meets at the Elm House, Auburn, Tuesday, Mar. 1st, at 1,. o'clock.
-Rev. Mr. Blake returned to Canton,
Monday, and will remain a week or so, to
aid in the series of meetings,
which are
being held here.
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-Being aware last week that the rumor
of a lease or ,ale of the R. I<'. & B. railroad
to the Granc: Trunk, was without foundation, we refrained from publishing it. We
have since learned that no such dispatch
was ever sent from Canton, and there is
reason to believe that the wlrnle thing was
gotten up by outside parties for effect. to
aid other schemes.
10 lbs. Rice for so cts. at 11. H. Burbank's.
-About
the :J5th of this month a handsome picture of the State Ilouse, at Angusta, with interior views of the Senate Chamber and Representatives'
Hall, together

-John
P. Swasey·s family and ,Miss
Fannie Richardson
returned home from
Montreal Saturday, where they have been
the past two weeks enjoying the Carnirnl.
-The Ladies' Home Journal, published
at 441 Chesnut St. Philadelphia,
is one of
the best and most useful magazines for
the housekeeper.
Try it. Only 50 cents
per year.
-G. G. Green. the August Flower man,
has sent us a novel placard for reminding
careless visitor, to "Shut the Door!" Our
friends who call will see through it if they
notice the panel and are curious enough
to read both sides.

OUR

-Rev. \Vidter Stetson goes to Hancock,
to become pastor of the Baptist church.
His family will soon follow him. The
Baptist people of Canton wish to extend
their thanks to him for his zeal and interest for their welfare while in Canton.

Canton

Point.

Grandlle Childs and wife have gone to
Kingfield to visit their son A. L. and family as well as to look over the extensive
mills of the Gilbert Bros. & Co.
J. M. Holland will leave Thursday for
Kansas City in view of looking up business
for future operations.
Hope he may have
a pleasant trip. This I presume will be
the wish of his numerous friends.
IL

Carthage.

D. ',V. Bern·, who has been laid up nearly seyen weeks .vith ~ felon, is out again.
He loses the bone of his thumb down to
-The temperance meeting Sunday e\'ethe firs~ joint.
ning was one of the liveliest.
There was
\Ve have four feet of snow here and the
a strong anti-tobacco element present. and
loggers find it hard sledding.
the use of the vile weed was denounced by
F. P. Macomberhas
hauled to Goodwin
several speakers, much to the delight of
J3ros.' mill about 150 M of pine. Frank
ladies.
Fourteen new names were added
and Elton Brown !,ave hauled nearly the
t0 the pledge.
same amount.
B. D. Rand has hauled
New French Prunes at II. II. Burbank's.
about iooM.

Best Water White Kerosene Oil at C. II.
Lucas', only 13 cts. per gallon.

y

-Annual
reports for the towns of I [artford, Sumner, Mexico and Roxbury, are in
press at the TELEPHOXE office. Peru is
contracted for, so with an increased force
we are obliged to make long days, and
neglect other business as much as possible
to get the reports out as soon as wanted.
\Vooclen Pails 10 cts. apiece at TT. H.
Burbank's.
-Mr.
Isaac S. Mettler, secretary Qf the
Merchants' Ins. Co. of New rod: writes:
"We have no risks at Canton, Me., ne,·er
had any losses there, have no 'fur collared
dudes,' but have a reputation for prompt
and liberal treatment
of loss claimants
second to none.·• Weapoligize for having
misplaced facts. Our item a few weeks
ago referred to the ~rerchants'
lns. Co.
Newark, N. ':f,
Oysters every l<'rida_v night at 1-1.I-I.
Burbank's.

A good wood pile is beginning

to appear

at A. C. Childs'.
Meh·in Holman is hauling bark to Wilton.
G. A. Hiscock has his new turning la th e
in running order and shows nice samples
Wells, Hamlin, \Villiams (acting,) L. M. of his wol'l;. He has a nice lot of tools
l\'Iorrili, \Vashburn, Coburn. Cony, Cham- and is quite an enthusiast in their use.
berlain, Perham, Dingley, Connor, GarccFred Hanneforcl is hauling white birch
Ion, Davis, Plaisted, Robie and Bodwell,
to Walker & Butterfield's
mill. Fred is
will be issued by Samuel S. Smith's son,
.
f
1
O
the Lithographer,
at Bangor.
This will rnvmg a set
sleds expressly for his use.
.
d
They are being built by N. Hiscock and
bet 1,e hrS t an probably th e only pub 1ica- will no doubt be correct.
t10n of the portraits of all the Governors
\Villie Blanchard
is making arrangeof .\1aine, and for its historic associations
ments to attend \Vilton
Academy this
-aside from its value as a handsome office
spring.
or hall picture-will
be prized on this acMrs. G. M. Kenney is quite ill at present.
count.
The picture is to be in 3 colors, on
Birthday parties are much in vogue.
plate paper, size 22x28. Price $r.oo each.
Mrs. C. C. Tainter had an interesting
postage paid. ,ve predict for this valuable
gatheringin
honorofhcr
son,A.L.Tain'.picture a large sale. Ex-members of our
er, Friday evening, Feb. 5. Several othlegislature
residents in other States will
ers arc in contemplation.
now have an opportunity
to revive and
The tempernnce
ball continues
to roll.
keep constantly before them the scenes of
A series of meetings are being favorabl,v
their early greatness, and, looking back,
spoken of. It is hoped a number of advomore easily remember the cold days when
cates will be present from aproad.
they labored through the deep snows of
The Lyceum at the Centre was postponState Street, Augusta, to reach the imposed to Saturday evening' Feb. 19, on account
ing granite building we call our State of weather and bad roads.
G. C. C.
House.

15 lbs. Standard
Granulated,
19 lbs.
-The revival meetings led by Rev. W.
E. Noyes, of \VatervHie, are increasing in Good Brown, or 17 lbs. 'White Coffee Suinterest and attendance.
They are held at gar for $r.oo at H. II. Burbank's.
the Free Baptist church this week. Rev.
Mr. Ventres has been present part of the
NEIGHBORS.
time and assisted in the work.
-Mrs.
Gideon
Ellis and daughter,
Louisa, went to Beverly, Mass. Tuesday.
Miss Ellis has been an efficient book-keeper in the store of Childs & Staples at Gilbertville, for the past two years, and goes
to Ben;rly to find a situation.

led some ice, and the result was a badly
swollen arm. accompanied
with severe
pain.
Dr. Bisbee of Sumner has attended
him.
Chas. Peck has been on the sick liot for
the past week.
P. S. Kilgore has sold his stand on ;\1ain
St. together with hiscarriagf'shopto
"'m.
\V. \Vait. Mr. K. will move to Xewry.
Here is a good chance for a good carriage
maker to do well.
About ten inches of s,10w fell here Friclay. All hands broke roads Saturday.
A. D. C.
SCIENCE
IIILL.

J. B.

Staples and son have finished hauling their P"plar.
They have hauled on
to the banks of \\'ebb river rooo cords.
Daniel Barret and son have finished
their job of hauling popbr from the Frost
lot.
"\Vho are we going to have for town officers?'' seems to be the topic of the day.
•
C.

DIXFIELD.

East Sumner.
Hezekiah Stetson has lost another child
from diptheria. and is now childless.
Mr.
Stetson seems to be peculiarly unfortunate.
A few years ago he lost at one t11ne four
head ot c~ttlT b~ lightni~g.
and has lost
stock by disease since. His lot really seems
hard.
D. A. Gates closed a very rnccessful term
of school on Friday last. Attendance 39.
average 37. The following pupils were
not absent one-half day: Jamie Ilea Id,
Bennie Bisbee, Winnie Heald, Fred J3i ,bee,
\Villard Dunn, Josie Palmer, Lizzie Cary.
Mr. Gates has taught three terms in town,
with good success.
On Thursday
last Rev. i\Ir. Beavins
united in marriage Mr. Roscoe G. Stephens
and Miss Nellie W. Russel.
The elder
says that such jobs are not difficult, but
pleasant and quite remuncrati,·e.
If occasion calls for it he will tie at least one
couple a day for a while.
We regret to learn that Leroy Keene
and wife are each seriously afllicted wilh
pulmonary complaint
that may result in
consumption.
William Bicknell Esq. of Hartford died
on Saturday aged nearly 83 years.
A more
extended notice will be given hereafter.
SLOCL'M.

Eai.-t

Rninf'ord.

Another fall of one foot of snow, last
Friday.
Fortunately
a thaw and freeze
Saturday held it in place. Hard traveling.
The E. Rumford Trotting
Association
had a well scraped one-half mile track on
the ri"er last week, that was well patron-

ized. The_vcleaned the track again Monday,
Road-breaking
takes most of our time, so th e excitement of training a 11dteS t ing
th is week th an
leaving but little time for news gathering.
faS t nags will run higher
Mr. Harrison J Iarvey thinks himself laS t a nd th ey extell d a general invitation
d
01
t
some better.
Dr. Bridgham attends him. to owners
faS nags to come down all
th
The Dr. calls it some form of dyspepsia.
come up a nd try speed wi th th em. I ink
th
Joseph K. Holman is another of Dr. Ed. Abbott's mare leads th e crowd
us
Briclgham's patients.
The trouble of Jo-_ far.
CmPs.
seph's is pronounced catarrhal bronchitis.
Hartford.
Mrs. Marble does not improve much,
Se\'eral of our boys are attending
the
being 111 her ninetieth year it can hardly Free Iligh School at Buckfield, and some
be expected that she will recover.
others at Brettun's
Miils, both of which
The storm of Friday night gave us nine schools commenced Monday.
-The meeting of creditors of the DenW. L. Robinson of this town finished
nison Paper Mfg. Co. and report of inves- inches of snow.
Spool strips are being hauled to the vil- an eleven weeks term at the "Line," Sattigations show the liabilities to be nearly
lage, ready for being worked up when the urday, the 19th. This was not intended
$500,000.
Some of the largest creditors
tactory becomes ready for them.
to be so long a term, but the citizens bein this vicinity are Childs & Staples,
Business remains quiet.
L. L.
lie,·iag that the money was being well-ex$5,775.91: G. B. Staples, $3,500, Lucius
Dr. G, Richardson has been confined to pended, voted to continue the school as
Packard. $500; James Irish, $2,000. The
creditors will probably arrange to operate his house for a week past. \Vhile in the long as the nJoney lasted.
\Vm. Bicknell, known as "liartford,"
all the mills of the compan_v soon as pos- act of s'hutting his stable doors he caught
sible, a, in no other way can so much be one of his arms between the doors, and re- died Saturday. 19th, at I o'clock P. M.
D. E.D.
ceived aslightl ruise.
Ileafterwardhanclrealized from the properly.

Mexico.
It was no surprise to this comnrnnity to
know that Fred J\.. \\'orthl_v was on his
way to Riverside, Cal., but when we learned that he went to Lewiston and was marricd to Barbara
Eastman who went
there only a day or two before Fred started,
we were all "~hook np,"-all
right however, and they have the best wishes of many
friends.
11cl!en Doyen and wife are at Rangeley,
visiting Mrs. Doyen's relatives.
20 o below zero here, and 2 g o below at
Dixfield, Monday last.
S. A. Reed had a good two _years old

o.

& Brown':; chair factory is hcardeveryda_v.
also the sound of tin cans at the corn ,hop,
showing that business is lively there.
JiornceJ. Coburn is doing a job of ca,··
penter work at the \Vashbnrn mansion.
Arthur Keene has bought the Sam Durgin farm and has mo,·ed in.
Axel Oldham is on the sick list, but
thinks he will be ou(again in a few day,.
Mrs. Bartlett died F\:b. 20th and will be
carried to Hartford for interment.
1Irs. Wm. Childs is improving slowl_v.
Danville remains about the ~atne as he
has for some time.
Mr. Wm. Staples is improving
under

colt so badly injnred in the hip by a fall the treatment of Dr. II. Barrows.
that he killed it.
SPECSO hurt his eye the first p:trt of the
You know "Bert'' Hayford of course? winter but is better now.
"Hen" Park 1>as do"n to your place a few
MIKE looks as smiling·as ever.
Perhaps
days ago. Little "Hen," 5 years old, was he thinks he shall have some c)ysters soon.
with his father and they called on '·J3ert."
Irvin Reen has been on the sick list for
The boy shook hands with him and his
father asked him if he knew Bert, he replied "he did." Ilis father asked him who
it was, the boy replied, '·l know him. but
I dont know his name. He's the man that
was round with the bear."
CYPHER.
Oldham

and

Storer have

referred

the

matters of settlement
bet\\·een them, on
which action had already been brought, to
register of Probate Richards of Farmington.
'Ne decidedly object to the railroad to
Rumford Falls, coming in from Canada
and in at the back door. \\'here are the
parties who are interested in a front entrance?
The waters of the Androscoggin
at Rumford Falls run down river, and
should be met by a railroad face to face.
The idea of a road to Rumford from Bryant's Pond, meets with little favor from
al'!y one below the falls and is not favorably
looked on by any immediately above.
C. K. Virgin and CyrusL. lloward, are
at Paris to complete application for invalid
pension before the clerk of Courts.
Ayers
Little has recently made appFcation for a
pension.
L. H. Reed has carpenters finishing off
his store.
Frank Virgin is completing his house.
S. A. Reed is at Paris, a witness in case
of Taylor against Hastings.
A small child of Ellis R. Flagg is tick.
Con,iderable
effort is now being put
forth to obtain funds with which to build
a place of worshi J:here.-Lewiston
':fo1trnal.

No. Livermore.
Tuesday the members of Oriental Star
Lodge, Livermore, Me., with their wives
and daughters and invited guests, celebrated the anniversary
of Washington's
birthda_,·. The da_v was stormy but still
a fair audience was present.
After a sumptuous dinner provided by the ladies in their
usual good style, the services commenced.
\Ve had excellent
music, both Yocal and
instrum~ntal,
then prnyer by Rev. 13ro.
Richardson of No. Livermore, next, address by Re,·. J3ro. Mabry of Livermore.
The singing by a male quartette from Livermore Falls, led by Bro. Boothby, was
of high order, also the instrumental music
was very fine. Miss Paine of Livermore
Falls presided at the organ. On the whole,
it was a time long to be remembe1ed by
the fraternity in the memory of him who
was "first in war, first in peace, and first
in the hearts of his countrymen."
IL

No. TURNER.
The school in district Ko. 1i, North Turner closed on Friday,Feb.
rr, after a very
successful term of eleven weeks, taught by
Mr. Fred Lagget of Scytheville,
N. I-I., a
student of Bates College, Lewiston,
Me.
Mr. Lagget was a stranger to us, but he
soon gained the good will and respect of
his scholars.
They were interested
in
their studies and made good progress.
He
hes proved himself to be the right man in
the right place. He i~ thoroughly qualified for his work, and thoroughly interesteel in it, and deservedly a very popular
teache1·. Hodclie J. Coburn, i! years old,
attended every day, being neither absent
nor tardy.
Inez Delano, Annie Berry,
Genie Phillips, Belle Ilolt, Willie \Vashburn, Willie Mitchell and Percy Alden
were absent but one day. Some of the
young ladies, especially Inez Delano, Persis Young, and Vinnie Keene, made the
term one of profit and marked improvement, and have the qualifications to become
successful teachers by experience.
The sound of the steam whistle at Keene

a week past but is out again.
Cutting ice is the programme here now.
Sweet strains of music are heard, "Oft
th inks
in the stilly night."
Longfellow
there is a band of music growing in North
Turner, and thinks right too.
\Villie swapped his watch fo,· a fiddle a
few clays ago. Albion says if his watch
had hands on it he could tell what time it
was without looking up to the sun.
OLD SEEKER.

No- Jay.
The school at this place closed last Friday. \Ve have had a very successful term
taught by Miss E. L. Barker.
This was
her twenty-first term.
Mr. Francis Briggs moves to Mass. thi~
week. \Ve wish him joy and success in
his new home.
A.

Weld.
Bad colds are prevalent.
So much so
that one would almost co1iclude that they
are contagious.
A small child ofl\frs. \V. Newell of West
Farmington,
who has been vi. iting for a
few days at Joel Grover's,
is sick with
croup and cold.
l\Iiss Ella Holt is quite poorl_v.
Mrs. \V. S. Yeaton is sick at Temple,
with heart disease.
Isaac Buker has obtained the situation
of horse-car c:onductor in Cambridge, Mass.
Considerable
dissatisfaction
i • felt b_y
some of our citizens over the law prohibiting the catching of fish through
the ice.
A.

West

Sumner.

J. J. Abbot and wife, at the hotei, were
given a surprise party Saturday evening.
They were, however, equal to the occasion,
and a very happy time was the result.
A
picnic supper, of oysters and pastry, was
a well marked feature of the entertainment,
which was a success in every particular,
as our genial landlord has a way of making
every one feel at home and welcome.
Rev. Mr. French,
state missionary,
preached at the Baptist church Feb, 20th.
Our high school opened well the 21st.
All kinds of sickness prevails,and Dr. B.
is among the busiest of men.
REM.

Jl[arried.
Weld--Feb.
5, by J. S. Houghton, Esq.,
Mr. George Houahton
and i\I,ss Eva
Masterman, both ot Weld.
Lewiston, Me.-Feb.
12, at the residence
of the bride's sister, Mrs. G. C. Eastman,
by Rev. Wilbur F. Berry, Mr. Fred A.
\Vorthley <!lfMexico, and Miss Barbara O.
Eastman of Rumford.
Sumner-Feb.
17, by Rev. W. Beavins,
Mr. Roscoe G. Stephens and Miss Nellie
\V. Bussell, bo th of Sumner.

Died.
Hartford-Feb.
19, Mr. Wm. Bicknell,
aged 83 years.
Rumford Centre-Feb.
19, onl_v daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stephens, aged 2
th
26
mon s
days.
Turner-Feb.
4, child of Mrs. Laverna
B. Allen, aged 1 year.
Sumner-Feb.
15, J:mmy Tordan, child
of Mr. and Mrs. Hezekiah Stetson, aged
.5years, 8 mos.

Born.
C~rthage-Feb.
, to the wife of Mr.
7
Charlie Pratt, a son.
Livermore
Falls-Feb.
14, to the wife
of Mr. Everett Dow, a daughter.

Lost.
Somewhere between Canton village and
Tyler's four corners, in Hartford, a drummer's samples of suspenders.
The finder
will be suitably J·ewarclecl by leaving the
same at the store of D. Bradford.
8tf
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1

BROOKLYN
SUNDAY

TEXT:

-;$ tin••·
1 soou after that became a Chrl!'<
"u, and tll,;.t de:ided my fate !or time and
ce,·aitv."
_,,._nother captive of this ll;l"eat Christian
/:lelusi.oo; The,·e goe, San! of Tarsus on
,nors~back at full gallop. Where is be go'i,,g! 'l'o <lestroy Christians. He wants no
'i~tter p1~yspell than to stand and watch the

UIVINE'S

there is my whole week's wages, and I have
no temptation to go in there; and, stranger,
if this is a notion, I want to tell you it is a
mighty powerful nntion; it is a notion that
has put clothes on mv rhildren·s back, and it
is a notion that has "filled my mouth with
thanksgiving to God. And, stranger, you
ha:1 ~etter go along· with me, you m\ght get
religion, too: lots of people are gettmg religion now.'"
Wall, we will soon understand it all. Your
life and mine will soon be over. ·we will
soon come to the last bar of the music, to
t~e last act of the tragedy, to the last pa'se
of the book-yea, to the last line and tG the
last word, and to you and to me it will either
be midnoon or m;dni::ht.

t~:~~~
~~~~;e~;;it~ d~1~1~~n.asg~~~~-:-;.~l
D~~;:
and Abee!, and Campbell, and Will am, and

SEIUVION.

"He made his arrows briyl,

formed Church.
.Tonn Bright, a deluded
Quaker. Henry Wilson, the Vice-Presicient
of the United States, d.1inga deluded Metbodist or Crnz;regationali,t.
Earl of Kint ire
dying a deluded Presb.vter'an.
The canni•
bals in South Sea, the Bu;hmeu of rerra de!
Fuego, the wild men of Australia, putting
down the knives of their cruelty, and cloth-

~a;:s!~~:t~od'~
~\1ui;1~~:de~t!rt:O~s
1ame man. This time be is afoot. Where
is he going now1 Going on the r0ad to
Ostia t() die for Christ. 'fhey tried to whip
it out of him, they tried to scare it out of
him, they thought thev would gjve him
,mough of it by putting him into a windowJess dungeon, aud keeping him on small
~~~taei~f~!! de1;'\:::g a:in~ ~ri~l~a~t
!~~
howling at him through tbe street: but tbey
could not freeze it out or ntm, ancttneycou!C\
not sweat it out of him, and they could not
ponnd it out of him. so they tried the sur•
gery of the sword and one summer day in the
yPar· 6.5 he was deranitatecl. Perhaps the
mightiest intellec.t of the 6,000 years of the
world's existence hoodwinked, cheated, ca•
joled, duped by the Christian religion. Ah!
that is the remarkable thing about this delu-

the three thousand missionaries of the cross,
turning their backs on home and civilization
and comfort,ancl going out among the squalor
of heathenism to receive it to save it, to
help it, toiling _until they drop into their
graves, dying w1t_hno earthly c?mfortabout
~~f~~ a!td'noi~f
f~;;~s,i;~~h h°a~!~R'.ici
in this country, and lived for themselves,
and lived luxuriously, and been at last_put
foto brilliant sepulchres. What a celus10nl
Yea this delusion of Christian religion
sbows'itself in the fact that it goes to tho5e
who are in trouble. Now, it is bad enough
to cheat a man when he is well, and when he
is prosperous; but this religion romes. to a
man when he is sick, and says: "You will be
well again after a while; you are going into
8
th
~i~~n;!,t i;nh[e\1~~t~'.tyGa:~er
~~:rgl?iti~~~se~~l~ ;1~~~1si;;he~!d ~~e ~~ ns1:i~~~~;~s
Jar and religious, of this rentury togethei·, languishing; take courage and bear up."

1, • ,

I. N. ClltTER, E4l+or and Proprle&or. "onstllted with irrwges, he looked in t,,e

Zi-ve,·."-Ezekiel xx., 21.
Two modes of divination by which the
King of Babylon proposed to Jind out tbe
The main building for the .A.merrcan will of God, He took a lmndle of arrows,
Exhibition
in London this year will be ~::r1eSh1~:-'t11t~~~~h:,~~
:;ixiie \~es~·i;J~;l!~~
constructed
of steel rail.road rails, and it 1t deeidect what city lie should first assault.
'l'!Jen an animal was slain, and by the lighter
is thought that this plan solves the prob- or darker color of the liver, the brighter or
darker prospect of success was inferred. That
lem of erecting fireproof temporary buildis Lhe meaning of ihe text: "He made his
ings with the utmost speed and at the
nnows bright, he consultod with images, he
looked in the liver."
least cost.
f::ltupiddelusion! And yet all the ages have
The New
Orleans
Time.s-Democ.rai been filled with delusions. Jt seems a, if the

~h!~

Tapping the .M:agneyPlant in .Mexico.
The maguey, or American aloe is a

manifold producer, and pulque, Me~ico's
national drink, is only one of its many
useful contr:butions
to the Mexican Indians' domestic economy.
It flourishes
even iu a barren, arid soil that nothing
el,e can live in except the yucr:a, but it
matures earlier in a better soil, and when
watered occasionally.
It is propagated
attributes
the
marvelous
Southern
!~;~so~?y ~"sti~~:~n~r~·
by sprouts, iet out five to six feet ap:ut,
"boom" to th'l recent industrial exposiof deceits pructiee<l upon tbe human race. In
eosting three and one-eighth cents apiec~
tion in that city.
At the centennial, it ~~~~~t~[e P~!ooff~1~t1/;~~t~A;Jt~f iih~~~!
~~:at::~\ ah~iie etie;h!,~itf!n~o
iia;!:
~eatht;i~~~fi:!ndhi~e~~Y~f l~e Ji~~~l
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complished by this chimera, this fallacy, this hater·s-Thomas
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it will be a great blessing. espec:ally in action, drunken and lost. But by the power loathesome and so drunken and so profligata
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novelty.
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ago.
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Lord
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command, as you do.' 'No. David,' my fathe1
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Union Medical Prayer
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'Do you see mel'

'Y!!; o/c~':::r;e I!:!

~~rrba~h~tw~~s n)~~-~'.,fii'/ii;~h;~fj~~iwl:[h;f~lhlteki;?a~d~rr:;
r:ut~is'f;:ii.
t~:,;!~'teha~~htsa;;e~~~i~
-Fliegendc Blaetter.
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G~s;fi8~tJfs!~sCvh~:t
i!v~1i ;:i~~~uf~Ji~ki~ Jnd~~~~~ip~~f~~~
There are 550 pounds of tobacco conand I said th<>n: 'I will change, I will neH11 .to the poor pwp!e of s~otland.
Frederick
all the people of Jeflerson could not keep me ~'fed In Belgium for every 100 inhabitant.a,
swear again. I will never· driuk again, I will· 'r. Fre'.inghQysen, once the Secretary ,:,t out of that place; but God has changed my
odlaFd, Germany and Austria come next,
never gamble agarn ·' and gentlemen by the Sta1e of the United States, an old-fashioned ,. heart, and the L_or<l .Jesus Christ has / ~n
ranee stands seventh.
Of all the
help of God I have l~ept those three ;o,vs to evangelical Christian, an elder in the Re- destroyed my thirst for strong driak, and t ~~~~•l~asct~untries
Eniland very nearl7
~rii;u~
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INJUSTICE CORRECTED.
Conviuciu11: Verification

of
fStntc1uents.

CLIPPING.S FOR THE CURIOUS.

\Vidccaat Publlo

The three most brilliant
centuries
of
.Egyptian history were from 1500 to 1200

'7'0 THE READERS
OF THIS p APER.
In common witll many publisl:ers and
editors, we hs.v11 been accustomed to look B. C.
upon certain statcmentq which we have Eeen
It was in the ninth century that a
tn our columns as merely adroit adYertising.
navy was organized
by Alfred
the
Consequently we feel justified in taking
the liberty of printing a few points from a Great.
private letter re~ently received from one of
our largest patrons, as a sort of confession
Prof. Hughes says a silk ribbon is a
of faith to our readers. We quote:
better lightning
conductor
than a me"We have convinced ourselves that by tell- tallic rod,
ing what we know to be true, we have produced at Ja;t a permanent conviction in the
England derives
its name from the
pubilc mind.
Seven years ago we stated
Angles, a Teutonic people who won a
what the ~atioual disease of this country was,
and that 1t was ramdly increasing.
Three home in Britain.
l!!~sg~~~n";tstated that a marked check had
Among the dishes at a royal banquet
"The dtatistics of one of the largest life insurance companies of this country shows that in England was "wild duck ,\ith orange
i~ 18S3and_ 1~-J-, tbe mortality from kidney sauce," which is something
new in the
disorders did not ,nc,·ease over the pre,ious
gustatory line.
Iif~-~o~tt~~s~~~ift~~~~; ~~~t~~
A Japanese has invented a method of
for checking these ravages.
''Seven years ago we stated that the condi- weaving
carpets
with feathers.
The
~ion o~ the kidne~·s ~as the key to the condit10n or bealt~; w1thm tbe past five years all feathers are reduced to a silky state by
careful l1fe insurance companies have con- the use of chemicals and then woven like
ceded the truth of this statement, for, whereordinary cotton.
as! teu years ai:;o_,chemical analysis to determme tbe condttl0n of the kidneys was not
Pall Mall is a street in London named
reqmred, to-day millions of dollar., in risks
from the French game of paille maille,
are refused, because chemical examination
diseovers unsuspected disease, of the kid- formerly played there.
During the last
neys.
"Seven years ago we stated that the rav- century it contained many taverns.
The
ages of Bright's Disease were insil{nificant
compare~ with other unsuspected disorderq street was enclosed about 1690, and was
of the _kidneys of many misleading names; u fashionable promenade.
that mnety-three per cent of human ailMrs. John C. Miller, of Keysville, Mo.,
ments a.~eattributable to deranged kidneys,
which fill.; the blood with uric acid or kid- has a ship biscuit which, it is said, was
ney poison, which causes these m~ny fatal
diseases.
brought
from England
in 1630, an-i
':;."The uric acid, or kidney poison, is the rea, which bas been handed down from gen0
:;~~ie Iy:\~a~tJ?:~!re~~o~~ifsio~i,;~a.;J~~
eration to generation.
It is kept in a
glass bottle, and is as hard as a stone.
,?i~if~~l~rii~s~~piti~~n!~-: ;fir~;i~e
tims of di.;eased kidneys.
The Latin School of Boston is an
"When the recent death of nn honored exancient ,school foundation,
and is the
8
~:~~~~fci!~es!i~i:!t
::i~:g~
fering from Bright's Disease, that was not oldest institution of the kind in America.
the cause ot death. He was not frank enough It originated in 1634. Benjamin Frankto admit that the apoplexy whkh ov~rtook lin, Sam Adams, John Hancock,
Cotton
him in his bed, was the fatal effect of the
kidney poison of the blood, which had eaten Mather ancl other celebrities
of early
away the substance of the arteries aud
brain; nor was Logan's physician honest days have been pupils of this school.
enough to state that his fatal rheumatism
In Europe indulgences
were in the
was caused by kidney acid in the blood.
"lf the doctors would state in official re- early ages of the church remissions of
ports the original cause of death, the people the penances
imposed
upon
persons
1
~a;~~i~~cn~£ric~e°..~ ~t
whose sins hacl brought scandal on the
ity from kidney disorders."
community.
Later they were representThe writers of the above letter give these ed as actual pardons of guilt, and the
fac~s to the public simply to _i,i,stify the purchaser of indulgence
was said to be
c~aims that tl,ey have made, that "if the
kidneys and liver are kept in a healthy con• delivered from all his sins.
dit~on by the use of W a.rner's safe cure,
The proceedings
of the senate of the
which hundreds of thousands have pro,·ed to
be a specific, when all other remedies failed, United States had been held in secret
and that has receive:! the endorsement of the
until the session of 1793. In that year,
highe,t medic-a! talent in Europe,Australasia
and America, rn2,ny a. life would be pro- after much debate,
a resolution
was
longed and ~b happiness <_>fthe people pre66rved. lt 1s successful with so many cli.!fer- passed that suitable galleries should be
ent diseases because It and it alone, can re- provided,
and except on special occamove the uric acid from the blood through
sions should remain open to the public
the kidneys,"
Our readers aro familiar with the prepara
during legislative business.
tion named.
. Commendation thereof bas often ap peared
Ill our columns.
'.l'heGame of Ten-Pins;
We believe it to be one of the best, if nol
Probably no muscular sport has inthe best ever manufactured.
W o know the
proprietors are men of character and influ• creased more in popularity
within
the
ence,
We are certain thay have awakened a past two or three years than bowling. It
wide-spread interest in the public mind con- is an ancient German game,
and has
cerning the importance of the kidneys. We
for nobelieve with'them that tho_yare the key to been played in the Fatherland
health, and that for their restoration from
It
disease and maintenance in health, there is body knows how many centuries.
nothing equal to this great remedy.
found its way to Holland and to Eng•
The proprietors say th,y "do not glory in land, and in Shakespeare's
time was a
~his un versa! prevalence of dirnase, hut bavmg started out with the purpose of spreading
favorite pastime with the sturdy British
the merits of Warner's sc.fe cure before the
yeoman.
When the
Knickerbockers
world, because it cu.red uttr senior proprietor, who was given -up by do~tors as incu.ra. settled on Manhatten Island, they brought
ble, we feel it our duty to state the facts and
leave the public to its 01vn inferences.
We their nine-pins and bowls and amused
point to our claims, and to the:r ptiblic and themselves
on summer afternoons
by
-univ':rsal ve,·ijication with pride, and if the
publtc does not believe wllat we say, we tell knocking down pins on the green near
them to ask their friends and neighbors
the Battery. They kept a piece of ground
what they think about our preparations,"
As st,ited above, we most cordially com- level and smooth and rolled the balls on
mend the perusal of this correspondence by the turf, and unless the Dutchmen
were
our readers, believing that iu so doing we
unusually skillful, strikes probably were
are fulfilling a simple public obligation.
rare. The little park where the KnickerBears ill the Far West.
bock~rs played, retains to this day the
At St. Matthew, in the Behring
Sea,
name of Bowling Green.
The Germans
the polar bears have lairs and dens among
the rocky glens that diversify
that is- have played nine-pins so long that it has
become their national game,
and every
land.
There, it is presumed,
the young
bears are born, or at least a proportion
beer garden has its alley.
of the cubs.
The Point B~lcher natives
When balls are rolled over the ground
tell that in December, when the sun goes
away entirely,
the she bear,
make a perfect accuracy is impossible, and thereintroduced
the imsnow-house
out upon the sea ice and fore the Germans
there give birth to their young.
There
provement of the smooth wooden
alley.
is some evidence of the truth of this The common form of alley in Germany
statement, as it is a rare thing to obis different from that familiar to Ameritain the skin of a female bear shot durcans.
It is a long plankway
about a
ing the winter.-[Cincinnati
Commercial.
foot in width, terminating
at one point
of a diamond-shaped
platform,
upon
"A Perfect Flood of Sunshine"
will fill the heart of every EUffering woman if
which the nine-pins are set.
These alshe II ill only persist in the use of Dr. Pierce's
"Favorite Prescription."' It will cure the leys arc out of doors, and although pro~ost t xcr,~ci,tt_ing per·od:cal pai,s. and re- vided with covers that can be placed
lleve you ::,fa'_luregulnrit:es and give heaHhy
action.
~t will pos1t1ve'.y c, r..} internal
inover them when it rains,
they are aft1am~ahon a~d nlceration, misplacement and
all krndred disorders. Price reducetl to oue fected by the weather, and get warped
dollar. By draggists.
out of line ancl level to some extent.
------A Chinese blacksmith shop has been estabThe narrowness of the alley also limits
lished at Yankton, D. T.
the possibilities of the game, as only a
.1:5e1ng
en 1rely v~getable, no particular care
isrequ r~d wh1:e us.ng Dr. P.erce's up1ea.sa•1t straig:,t ball to the head
pin can be
Purgat.ve Pe.l~ts." They opera·e without
rolled.-[New
York Sun.
d ~turbance tc the constitution,
diet or occup ticn. For _icichea.dar·he, constipation. im.
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that will Interest the Afflicted.

(Fl·om the Weekly Record, Dundee, N. Y.)

There are many people in this country who
are suffering untold agony from the ravages
of diseases, who have been medicated until
the very sound of the word "medicine" sends
a thr.11 of horror through their sensitive
organism, and yet they are still !ookiogl?oking for something that will prove a bene•
fit to theu· shattered constitution and restore
to tbem their health. To this class of sufferers
the .Hecord, without solicitation desires to
say a few words, not with the i~tent to adve1tise a man who to-day is doing more for
this class of sutl'erers tha.n nen raa describe
but because we knoiv, not only from personal
experience, but from the experience o!
others, that
wllat
we are about to
rd
1
1
:;;, %ref~, a;g
~~~

f~fe)\~
~Y•R~~!Ht

1
{~~t;;
fh°a~~t,~~-eaii~e~~dtci!~ r~::~:~~~~~

and is still doing so much lasting Lonefit t~
the af!licted.
Dr. Kilmer has been represented in tbe advertisrng columns of tile
Reco,·d for over two _years and durino- that
p_eriod we_ ha:ve received ,-:iany comrn~nica•
t10ns askmg 1f his Remedies were as represented, and have always felt that we could
safely recommend them.
Dr. Kilmer is one

1.'ruublc Ahea.!.
$10,000werespent In eighteen ,rears by Pror,
Wnen tho appe:ite fails, and sleep grow-. C. A, Dona.ld,011, of Louisvilie, Ry., in tryiag
to get ricl of his rheumatism, but ha found 110
restless and unrefreshing, there iJ: troublo
relief until at la·,t he used St, Jacobs ou.
<tbead. 'l'he dige.stive orga.ns, when healthy,
which speedily cured him.
cra.,·e food, the nervous system, when vigorous
and tranquil, gives its posses,or no 11::ieasiness
Tho number ot those who are now Invalids
at night. A tonic, to be etl'ective, should not 88 the result of tile w:tr is s:ild to be 265.SM.
L3 a mere appetizer, nor are the nerves to be There ar~ ~6,000 women on th J>enslon rolls.
•trengthened and soothed by the unaided a.c·
The moet severe cou~h can at once be r&tion of a seclaLive or a narcotic. \.Vhat is re- moved by Red Star Cougli Cure, "Give it t.o
quired is a medicine which invigorates the your children by all means." says Professor
stoma, h, a.nd promote, as;imilation of food by Willia,:ns, ex-St11te Chem:st of Delaware, who
the system, by which means the nervous system_.as well as other parts of the physical or- found It wonderfully efficacious. Price, only
ganism, are strengLhened.
'£he5e are the ef- twenty-five cents for a botLle.
fects of Hostetter's Stomach Bitters, a medicine _who3e_raputatioa is_ founded firmly ln
Next to Germany Itself tho United States
public confidence, and wluch physicians com- places the Jar est or<lcrs In Germany for
10
3
fof tit: J~iJc~•ft~1tlt! e~l fe~t?t~hi~
:ir~!\~~~gt~~~~~s~~~
and ague, rheumatism, kidney and uterino
try.
,,·eakneS3, and other ma!o..dieC1.
Tennessee points rrnudly to her ~00,000
Everybody Is enquiring for Ilood's Calendar
pea.nut crop.
fo 1887, because it is one of tl1c most attractIve bits or coloring whicl1 lithograpl1 ic art has
ever produLed. lt ls a beautiful thing, the
child's 1,ead being a pleasing stully ,whicl1 explai s why ,o many applications a.re being
~~~Tn~tdtg~ ~~-~a~~tii~\~!::·1n'.l'~fln'.;~~ ~~
C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mas;,
Ir you huxe made up your mlnd to buy Hood's Sa~

h

~;~ie~-

¥:~r;

CetHood's

A Fortune

saparill~
do not bo induced
to take a.ny other.
Hood's Sarsaparilla is n. peculiar medicine, possea-ing, by ,·irt,ue o! its pecnllar combinat1011:, proportioa
and prepa.ratJon, curatlvt,
power superior to a117
other article of the kind be!ore the people. Be anze
to get Hood's.
0
1 had been taking Hood's Sarasaparilla
tor dyapepsia, and in one store whcro I tried to buy a bottle
the clerk tried to iudu('e me to buy their own instead ot. Hood's;
he told me their"s r.ould I~
longer; that I migh! take it on len clays' trial ; tha&
tr I did not like It I need not ray anything, etc. Bu&
I told him 1 knew what Hooci'1 SarsaparUla
was, I
had taken it, It agreed with me, I was perfectly sat,.
isned with Hood's Sarsap::u-Hla, and did not,, ant any
other. I am always glad to speak a. good. word tor
this ex<'ellent medlclne."-Mas.
ELu. A, Govr, Q
Terrace Street, Bvston, Ma;a.

for You.

1
0
1ii-~~\1~!
s1!:leJ fr~:_w;B~ftJ:1e~ :nnaC:e~~dwi:re~~
you live you should at once write to Hallett &

0

d~;he ifee;J;~t~t1;hJ'~
t~~sla~~e\~e
a_ndexamme, and treats personally more pa•
~,en~s at his large and fully equipped oflice
1~ Bm~hamton
yearly, than any other phy•
onc1anm the country.
'l'hese Herbal Remedies which he sends out
are prepared and prescribed by him in his
o_wnprivate practice. Their component parts
are carefully selected from Nature's great
labcrntory, and are compounded in a scien•
t1fic l"!"anner so as to ~e _especially adapted to
the different forms o! diseases for which they
are used. _ They are the result of years of
hard, pat1eut study of the scienc., of medicine.
There seems to be at the present time a ten•
dency towar,l a great many Kidney, Liver
and Bladder trouble, with the people of this

f~:i;t~b~~~'b';'.e Kii~e~s spJ!~1:i:afo~r~~t
ney, Liver and Bladder Cure. We will say
on the outset, we are not writing sensational
"gush" for Dr. Kilmer, but knowing personaliy as we do, of many important cure~
wrought from the use of this medicine we
believe it to be our dut_yto the afflicted~ en•
courage them to avail themselves of the use
o! this valuable Remedy.
We kuow a Mr. Chas. E. Roe, of Unionv!lle, i:lteubec. Co., N. Y. who had Bright's
disease, and -.yastold by the best Physicians
of Hornellsv1lle, N. Y., that there was no
hope for him, who was prevailed upon by
a friend to try Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root
Kidney Cure. lie did so, without tbe le~t
idea of being benefited, but the result was
most gratifying to himself and family, for
he was cured. Saved from death bv that
dreadful disease. Another case, tliat n:
Hussell Sandford, of Wayne, Steuben Co.,
who had a terrible bowel difficulty which
would not yield to the medical skill of goud
doctors, who, at our own solicitation, kied
Swamp-Root, and he told.us after using sever-al bottles his trouble was removed although he had no control over his bowel; for
a year prevbus to using the medicine and
had been told that he would never be any
better, and that his earthly rareer was
limited.
Our drugg-ists here in Dundee
tell us they have sold hundreds of bottles
of this medicine and in no instance
have they ever heard aught but praise
from tbe persons using it.
We might mentioz; scor2s ot simi:ar cases that, to our own
personal knowledge, have been helped out of
serious trouble by using Swamp-Root.
We
hope it will help some one, and we bave no
fears ot the result of a trial, by any one who
is suffering with a Kidney, Liver or Bladder tl"Ouble. "It is worth its weight in go!<l."
W. W. Westcott, Edito,·.
Omaha man---I see the womep of Boston have started
a new domestic question.
Missouri man-What's
that?
"Ought a woman to black her own
boots?"
••Of course not."
''Well, you Missourians are more gallant than l supposed.
You say no to
that theni"
Certainly.
Don't matter whether her
boots arc blacked or not; a woman has
enough to do if she blacks her husband's. "--[Omaha
World.

G~~-:';'.'~~~!~tT1~~ri~~1l
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Co., Portland. Maine; 1hay will send you free,
full informat'ou about work that you cnn clo
and live at home, earning thereby from $5 to
$25 and upwards daily, from the first start .
Some have made over $50 in "day, The best
chance ever known by working people. Now
is the time-delay not.
,
EVERYBODY who enjoys reading a f!rs~clas$
Family Story Paper shou!d subscril:e [or 'l'nB
It is the only $3 paper In
the Uuited St!Lles which is sold !or $1.iiO.
8amp!e copy free. Send for one. Address
'l'H.~ CHICAGOLEDGE!l, Chicago, Ill.

CHICAGO LEDGEc<,

It you feel as thou::h water

WM

gatherln:

Hood's Sarsaparilla

~[~~~?a~~~'.~~riN~1~~~im:1~e":rth:rt1~~~-~
oait~:wmir:~•~L~=~ttl~:~:tct~~i'~~~~~d·c~~er's

l!oldby all druggist•.

$1; al.xfor $5, Prep&I"ed
oa.t,
by C. I. HOOD &: CO., Apothccarlc1,Lowell, Hau.

One Hop Plaster will do the work of a dozen
bottles of dirty liniment or ,a.Ive. Kills pain,
O ! what a sharp pa.in! Apply a I-lop Porous
t'las.er aud experience relief and cure. 25 cts

_I oo Doses One Dollar

Rug
Machines

1

!~!~~~ee~~~\ !i.~iue[;i~~s:e1lra~ii~ilJh°o'iW;
N. E. Six.

~!t,,_~!b~!t,,_,W..~!t,,_-!-!t,,_~!!,,_-!-lt,.

;;i-~,~~l~~,~~l~-;1!~%'"

l

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

VEGETABLE
~~
~~ COMPOUND
Is a Positive Cure

As much service
as a sewing machine.
Self-feeding,
any length
of
stitch.
Sent po,t-paid
on receipt of
price, $2.00.
Any child can operate it.
Will last a lifetime;
will knit anything,
and will use rags, yarn or silk.

Tor Female Comp[alnt ■ anC Weakneuu
eom.moato our 'beat temalepopa.)atloo.

M

!t"w.tU aure entirely the worst form of Female Com ..
plaint.II, all Ovarian troublea, Int!ammatfon
and Ul ..
cera.tion, Fallinl' and Displacements.
and the cotse•
quent Spinal weakness, and i ■ pa.rtioularl7
ada.ptod
to tho Chane~ 01 Life.
It will dissolve and e,:pel tumors 1'romthe Uterus in
an ea.rlyatne-e otdevelopment. The, tendeno;rtooo.ncerous humors there is checked ,:ery speedily by its u.ao.
1
1
to rt ~i1'!~i:~t~~~!~e~~11~:;~:~;[k:ee,s,t~o{;ha~l1fo~~

~f
~;!fDeesbn1i;,tg~ge:i:,~~~~=-et~~~::1~~1:,.'"n°JtI:~jf'!.~~8~~·
£~:~.~,:~~~faJ~!;:1~fm~~=:{1~•gi~~~
\i;ff;:S:~i~t~i1
~vti~l\t~nl~w~~<l~~"e-t:e~~
rt:";~~~:foc!;s~~fi:.!l

harmon:,
For the c1:1r•of Kidney Complaints or elth"r ser th1s
13 u.n.turpa11ed. Prico Sl. Six bvttles !or as.
No !anlly •hould be without Ll"DIA E. PINKH.nt'S
LIVER PILLS. The:, cure constlpatton, bUJou1nt111and
trrpidit:, o!tholiver.
25 cents a. box o.t o.11drug.rists.
Compou.nd

Pnttcm No. 111,

~lt~:t➔/t;:tY.1{:~~t~Ks::~1~1€:~*~'K~
Percheron
Horses.

Rug patterns
stamped in colors on
Burlap.
All colors necessary to make
the rug.
100 styles from 20 inches
Large and complete square to lxl¼ yards in size.
Can be
1t!/i sent by mail. ~Send 2-cent stamp for
1
0
,ges. over m prize• prices.
Description
amount
of yarn
;~-:,~r~"e':.r~y
h1fr."ta1e
required of different
colors to make
each style.
In order to show our
r~cori:~c~~~~R·~[:3
patterns
we will send as sa~ple one
books. r guarantee
fine Ottoman pattern stamped lil seven
colors, and sample8 of yarn made ex~":~:!r'l.nR'.h• u. s. Stayinl;t-w:·A~iN~iherA
I pressly _for rugs for 5 2-cent stamp~
_1'_. o'-.'-t_lo_x_3=.6cc.
____
__::!S:.:.ci:..,:Pc.:.:lo:..".,..:.N:.:.·.:Yc:_•
post-paid.
Address

r::;~~~
~Jm,;:~;!;,d

~~t.•1,j~ftr:gggb~'i
'°

ri.:;~:~~;::;•J~~:;
,

YORK
MAN'F'G
CO.,

CATARRH

BALM
~REAM

YORKVILLE,

!LL.

IS WORTH

$1000
TO ANY MAN,

WOMAN
or CHILD
S11ffe1•i11,r Crotn

CATARRH
-A. E, NEWMAN,
Graling, ~fich.
A particle

t!'- applfed

.

..
Into en.ch nos'rl1 and

11

,

R
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Marvellous MemoryGARDEN
SEEDS
Catalogues
DISCOVERY
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WbollyunlikeArtificial
Systems-Cure
or Mind Wan•
dering-Any
t,ook learne(l In one reading. Ileavy reductions fur postal classes. Prospectus, wlt.11 opin-

,v. W.

ions ot: Mr.
AsTon,

0th

PROCTOR,
the Astronomer, Hons.
JUDAH P. BKNJA':\IIN, Drs. :A11~on, \Voon

and

Fifth

Avenue,

Nc,v

York.

COCKLE'S
ANTI-BILIOUS
PILLS,
THE GREAT ENGLISH

Brill,

REMEDY

HE)IPSTJI:A..D,

LONG

[sLAND,

N. Y.

Appllrnt.tonsonly
cl inn 1•y ca~es.

$~ In or.
Call or send
forcJn:ular. J>unhl\mt
.PateuC
19 CouKre s:Strect, Uostou. J1as8.

PATENT
SoJiciloJ·.

ers, SClltt?EioF:· io1SETTE,
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Free.

F1·u11cis

100,000
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L~~~;:r3~~~~~:
Absolute security. Best of references.

at 7 per cent.
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Address, w. IJ. MJZ1i 1 l,nnd
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A.ircnt, USflOR!>J,:.
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PAI~ or solC-denhl.
Pay when cured. Handsome
book free. DR. c. J.WLtTHF.RRY,
Kansas City, Mo.

~ar's
P"1lls
Blua
II

Great Engl}sh Goutand

Oval Uox, $1.00 ;

Rheumatic Remedy.
~o cts.

l"OUlld,

0

11ure b 1ood~ d1zz neE-s. ~our ernctat'ons
fro1n
the stomach, bad tasle h mouth, bilious attacks, pain in reglon of kidne:vs.internalfever

Distance of the Horizon.

bloat<d fre'.ing about sb·r•a.ch. rush of b·o~d
to head, take Dr. Pierce·s '·Pellets."
By
druggists.

--------

"That settles it," as tbe cook remarlre<l
when she put some egg shells in the cone~
pot, and she didn't use slang, either.
Consumption.

Notwlthsta.nding the great number who
yearly s·1ecumb to ttiis terrible and fatal disease, which i.a daily winding its ~atal co_,ls
0
.:';.~8.,.~%
0°d~gi1edl;~\
~l!~~~t~f~~';"/~~~~:';~teet~i~<l
P~,~~~Yt~~=:~~i~~
t· ( - 1 1· 0 l
f0I
d.
~inrh:'fn~~~)_ws:,°u:i
.i:,:i,p~s';.~!
get Dr. Pierce'scomplcte treatiBe on consump.
!~~t!~~i:i_~1~?iu~!~ct_rdJ;-e;;~:,.lT,;£:
pen.sary Medical Association, Bufia,o, N, Y.
We are told that the smallest hair throws
A slrn,ctow. And so It _does. It throw~ a shadd 111
;:u~vf~roa~ur appetJte when you fiD It

:~~'J.~1~:e~~~~~t;'.1½,
1

to~in~;~~

er.
contant:B.
ext,
the

earl7

What is the distance
of the horizon
from the sea-si:torei
Owing to the curvature of the earth's surface the distance
between a spectator on the sea-shore and
the dip of the horizon becomes greater
according to the height of the spectator
above th•J level of the sea. -The rule for
measuring

this distance

is as follows:

-o·-p1uM·-;;;;-c1M.orpl-;-lne Hohlt cured In 10
to SOdays.Refer to ll.OJJJatientscured
10 all parta. DB. lu~.se,Q .tlncy,IDc!l.

To

the height of the eye in feet add half the
height, and extract
the square root of
th e sum, th e result beiug the distance in

Why did the Women

statute miles.
Hence, if the spectator's
eye were six feet above the level of the
th
t
sea,
e diS ancc would be three miles;
if bis eye were ten feet above the level of
the sea, the distance would be nearly four

of this country use over thirteen mt'llion cakes

I

Pisa's reme<ly for Catarrh Is agreea.blll to t111e. miles, and so on for any height above
It is 11ot a liqulll 01• enuJf. wa, _
\ the _!lea level. - [ ()h~~ago Tr!_J?_l:Yle.

of

Procter & Gamble's Lenox Soap in 1886?

1

Buy a cake of Lenox and you will soon understand why.

·1

THURSTOH'S~~1ilTOOTH
POWDER
·
Penslons
lieepina:; 'l'oeth Perfect and Gum■ Healtb.Z::,,
■
to Soldlera&:Heirs. SendKaDl_p
tor clrculara. COL. L. BINGH.All. ..t..Wy, Wuhl.Dgwn, D. 0

Business Directory.

tice upon which all good government is
founded, and to embody it in effective law,
It seems to
Ad·ve,·tisem.e1tts ttnder this lzeadlng t'nserted for 50 is no light nor trivial task.
cents per Uut! f'or one year.
me that a very important-I
might say
vital-fact
in this great agitation
has so
-CAN'f0N.far been almost lost sight of; namely, that
Bo.::;ToN 5 CENT STORE, Jlolt's Ulock.
Furniture,
a
large
majority
of
the
people
of
every
city
Crockt!ry, Glass & Tin \Vare. Great ba.rgains in
5 and 10 cent g-oods.
CH. DAVIS,
Dentist.
Office over Brick Store. At and every State where the labor troubles
Dixfield
first Tuesday au<l "\Ved. in l!ach month
have existed, and an overwhelming m11jor1
1
~ ~r~~~ 1
~~~;:·~\gcnt. ity of the whole people. are not directly
lI II Bu:tuANK,
Flom·, Groccrh.:s, Dry Goods,
parties to the controversy at all. The conFruit and Confectionery.
D BRADFORD,
Brick Slore, General Stock.
tention is between employes and employE F Gour..o & Co., Sto\lcg, Tin & liarclwarc.
ers, and both classes· combined are but a
BRIDGllAi\l
& JuHNSON,
Meats & Groceries.
AC IlrCKNELL,
)lUlincry and Fa.ncy Gouds.
minority fraction of the whole people,
O A Hrt1DGHA1\I, Groccncs & Meats.
whose peace and interests are interrupted
and their right~ violated by these unseemly
O GA-:,.1:MO:--l, Lime, Salt, Produce and :3upplics.
and unr.ecessary
disturbances.
It is the
AT BRYANT,
Oencral Store.
right and duty of the peoplc-th:it
is, of
BICKNELL & STBTSON,
Blacksiniths.
LC CouuRN, F'lour, Grain and Feed.
the great majority-to
step in and say, not
G F TOWLR, P1anns, Org-ans and l\fusic..1.l Goods.
Mrss AUIHE fonNsO:-¥, Fashionahle Dressmaker.
only, "let us have peace," but "we w,"ll
J.P. Swasey, Attorney and Counsc::llor at Lmv.
have peace," and through the law and law-WEST
PERU.fully constituted
authorities
to see to it
w S '\VALKER & SoN, Groceries, Flour, Hardware,
that we do have peace, and that disturbers
P:tints aud Oils. Rnrial Caskets a specialty.
Mts5 E I Tucker, Millinery and F'ancy Goods.
are promptly and properly punished.
LIVERMORE.
In a few communities,
comparatively,
GEO F .1.\DA)l.S Physician
an<l Surgeon.
there a,·e large bodies of workmen or labBUCKFIELD.
orers who voluntarily choose to work for
others for wages. These, by general usage,
t~f1tti1~;':u~ri::~~c~~lC~ods.
HOLLAND
& Cusn.:i.rAN,
Meals and Provisions.
are called "workingmen;"
but they are
CS C111Lns, D..::nti!;;t. Vapor or Ether.
not the only workingmen,
not the only
C. B. ]3ri<lgiiam, M. D. Office at residence.
laborers in the country.
The great majorWEST SUIIINE ll.
JJ B CirANDLEH., Dry Goods & Groceries.
ity of our people are workers, with hands
1§tl~/~~~~:·¥!1~1r~~I~
t~1T/~~~rt~~~,~~si1~·1~i>c:~~d~·or brain, or both, and to all such belongs
G IltsUliE, Custom Boot and Shoe Maker.
equally the proud title of laborer.
But
EAST SUMNER.
further, a majority of the whole number
\V II EASTMAN, Seeclsman.
Choice ·vegetable
who do manual productive
labor employ
Seeds ofmy own Growing a speci<.tlty.
themselves, plan for themselves, work for
...:.......NORTH TURNER.North Turner House.
Elias Keeae, Proprietor.
themselves, and take the whole product of
their labor to themselves, and find a market for their surplus when and as they can.
This great, independent,
self-reliant
majority is the bone and sinew, the pride and
-:(-):-glory, of good citizC'nship.
Among them
PUBL!S[[ED
TIIURSDAYS
AT
there are no strikes, nor riots, nor interference with the opportunities,
liberties
&arrhrn. IIxfrrrd
&rr .. Maine.
aPd rights of others.
That their rights
--0-and
their
interests
should
be
jeopardized
SUBSCRIPTION
EATES.
by the restless contentions of a small minority who ridiculously assume that they
are the only laborers of the country, is a
wrong too manifest to be much longer enSame rates for 3 or 6 months.
dured.
If the parties to these ever-recur~:'fo paper discontinued until all ar- ring disturbances cannot find a way of
rearages are paid, except at the option of amicably settling their disputes, they must
the publisher.
be maJe to submit to such legal arbitration
Papers promptly discontinued atexpiraa:; will at least protect the peace and dignitior. of the time paid for when so ordered;
ty of a civilized commonwealth.
otherwise they will be continued.
In indicating that some additional legislation may be required touching the rights
of laborers of all classes, and their mutual
relations to each other, onl} the most
prominent fundamental
princ:ples of natGOVERNOR
RUSI{ OHSTRfoE2.
ural liberty and popular government need
be alluded to. It has already been assumed
A STATEMAN'S
VIEWS.
that where a person employs himself and
works on his o,vn pre1niscs and material,
It will be remembered
that in the great with his own tools, the product of his labor
strikes in Milwaukee last spring, rioting is all his own, to do with as he sees fit.
was promptly suppressed and peace es tab- That he must be protected in the full enlished by the calling out of the militia by joying of all the fruits of his judgment,
the Governor.
At the same time, failure labor and skill, it clces not require argument
to uphold the law b_vthe governors of sev- to convince us; it is self-evident.
Dut
era! other States resulted in serious riots, where one person engages to work for
loss of life and much de,truction of prop- another on another's premises and material,
erty, in Chicago, St. Louis and other pla- and with another's tools or machir.ery, it
ces.
The Viisconsin Governor was re- is equa1ly clear that the product belongs
elected by an overwhelming majority, while to the employer.
The workman's claim
Governor Oglesby of Illinois and others ends with the receipt of his stipulated
like him, who toadied to the riotous ele- wages. The State's duty and province in
ments of their communities with such dis- rnch cases is simply to maintain individual
astrous results, earned only the general rights and enforce the fulfilment ofconcontempt of all classes and could not to-day tracts.
Everyone's rigl,t to work for himbe elected to any public office. Governor
ielf, or for anyone ehe, on such terms as
Rusk's message, delivered last week, shows he may choose to make, must be maint:tined
him to bea state,man oflarge calibre, and at all hazards.
He who interf1'res with
we shall be much mi,taken if he is not this principle
tramples
upon the most
called to serve the people er.:! long in a sacred of human rights and upon a consehigher capacity.
\Ve wish that his address cnited principle of American liberty, Govmight be brought to the attention of every ernment should not be-indeed,
cannot
legishtor in the country.
The following
afford to be-indifferent
to the welfare of
is the full text of that part of the message any class of citizens, and it is a special
,·elating to the labor que,tion:
duty to protect the poor and weak against

BETHEL,
Feb. 15, 1887.
Last week there stopped with us over
night one of the true sons of Abraham, and
although not the finest specimen, so far
as neatness is concerned, yet I am glad to
be able to say to his credit tbat he did not
chew tobacco, smoke nor eat pork.
He
was a pack pedler, about 21 years of age,
and lcft,Poland, his native country. about
two years ago, to get rid of going into the
Russian army. He spoke ,c,·eral languages, the Hebrew being his vernacular.
Not
knowing a word ofEnglish when he came
here, it was very broken,yet we could understand the most of it. "Wishing to get
as much information from him as possible,
I showed him the 119th psalm in the Cottage Bible, and requested him to give each
letter its true sound in Hebrew.
On seeing his ow'n alphabet there, he brightened
up ia a moment, and asked: "Wash ish
ts hat?"
I then told him it was a psalm,
containing the Hebrew alpha' et, and written by his own King David; and I added,
wasn't David a great and good man?
"0,
ish," said he ·'Davit wash a good man."
Each letter was then ,l"rittcn as he pronounces it, or as nearly as possible; and
will be given below for the amusement of
the reader.
He had no idea as to which
of the 12 tribes he belonged, and his knowledge of ancient Jewish history was quite
limited.
He would not answer a single
question concerning Christ, and when asked if he had read the works of Josephus,
his reply was that he never heard of him;
and wanted to know if he lived in New
York.
Ile was below the average height, very
dark complexioned. and rather awkward
in somethings,
particularly in peeling his
potatoes, which he did wholly with his fingers. But he knew all about cloth, and
how to make a good trade, in his line, as
well as the sharpest yankee.
Here is the Hebrew alphabet as he pronounced it: Arlef, Barve, Ceman, Darled,
IIa, Vov,Zion, IIkes,Tes, Ude,Hof,Alarmet, lVIem, Noon, Sanner, la,1, Pay, Sardik, Coof Rive, Seen. Tof.
L. D.

,~·bile congratulating
you upon our ma- any possible aggressions
of the rich and
terial progress, it is with deep regret that strong.
To this end all the rights and
I am compelled to report that dur:ng the interests of workingmen, of the wage classpast year the peace of our Stnte has in a few es, should be jealously guarded against
instances been interrupted
by strikes and injustice or oppression at the hands of their
riots of greater magnitude,
of more vio- employers.
Corporations.
created by aulencc, and further-reaching
in their conse- thority of the State, that in the nature of
quences, than e,·er before.
In this con- their business and their charges for service,
nection you are reminded that it will be may largely effect the value of the product
your duty as legislators to look carefully ot labor generally to the producer, must
into the causes of these troubles,
aiod be held to a strict and just accountability
wherein our laws for the prevention of and be subject to the control and regulation
•
w:o:1g-doi11g or the punishment of wr011g- or the State.
doers are found to be defective, it will be
'vVith the agrarian and socialist theories
y ,ur duty to, perfect them by such new of fanciful society that deny the right of
Lgislation
as recent cxpe ience and reas- private property, or of each individual to
onablc :u,ticipations
for the future may full protection in the enjoyment and conindicate to be required.
v\'hile your own trol of all his lawful earnings, whether atiut,;lligcnce. aided by your investigat:ons
tlined by hi, own lahor, or by contract,
and discussions,
will, I h>\Ye no doubt, we can have nc sympathy.
They contemleacl yu 11 to a satisfactory sol11tion of ail plate the destruction
of both justice and
the problems involved
ill this subject, yet liberty, and wDtild ac-:omplish the destruc.
.
.
tion of both if their application to existing
l m,tJ' be rndulgcd 111 a tew ~ugge-twns, I s:Jciety were seriously :.ttemptcd.
We are
which I hop~ will not be found either im- not prep:1recl, as American
citizens, even
p-·rtinent or unwarranted.
to consider a change in our form of governn,ent.
Republican institution, go hand
The discns,ion of the labor and capital in hand. and must and will be loyally
quc,ti,,n has become so ext('nsive, has ta- maintained.~lndustrial
':fnurnal.
ken su<.:h wide range, and i::; being- particw
Buck1en'sf.rnic3,Sa:ve.
ipn.tt:d in b_yfiO n;an)·. p(!Ople, 1epresenting
Tim BEST SALVE in the world for Cnts,
:-;ncb a diver~ity of vie,\·s a.nd interL:· ts, Brnises, f;orcs, Ulcers, S:llt Rheum, Fever
that it i,; not ~trange if, at this state or the Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
d1scu.s-.,io11 tiH~re is 111ore confusion lh:111 <;orns. anci al'. Skin Emptions. a'.1d po,it,vel_y cure,, Piles, 01· no pay r~t1uired
It
clearness oftl11m.;-ht up.on it. To eliminate
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction_.,
from all this confosion and co:1lroversy or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per
"·hat is essential. Ctlncrde and practicable;
box. For Sale By Nathan Reyno!ds. Urug1y51
and i1{ accord ·1vi4!i tho:--c princip!es of'jus- gist., Canton, Mc.

100 PAMILIES

!:~,~~
i:~~:,:.~~f~~~~~f~t~~~f
1

for Infants
"Castorlaissowelladapt.edt.ochildrenth&I
Crecommend it &S superior to any prescription
lmoWD$o me."
H. A. ARCHER,
M.D.,
Jll So, ~ord SL, Brooklyli,N, Y.

ti ~~ti,~:

~lM ~Ql~Jifton~,

$1.25
PerYear,
Paid
inAdvance.

Thursday,
February
24,1887.

I

1

Children.

Cutorla cures qollc, Constlp&tlo,:,,
S<?urStomach, Diarrhooa, Eructation.
~e!~~s,
gives sleep. and promotee diWW1ou5tnjurious medicatlou.
Tm Cm!TJ.uaColll'J.NY,182 Fulton Street, N. Y.

1::
~ i-I:if
E;::i~~!ix;~r.~;~~iiJ~tt;te°tt/-s~~.1

1

I

and

ASTONISH!NG
Su'CCESS.
It is the duty of every person who has
used Bosclwe's Gennan ,Syn1-p to let its
wonderf11l qualities be known to their
friends in curing Consumption,
se,·ere
Coughs, Croup, Asthma, Pneumonia, and
in fact all throat and lung diseases.
No
person can use it without immediate relief. Three doses will relieve any case,
and we consider it the duty of all Druggists to recommend it to the poor, dying
consumpti1·e, at least to try one bottle, as
80,000
dozen bottles were sold last year,
and no one case ,,•here it failed was reported. Such a medicine as the German Syrup cannot be too widely known. Ask your
druggist about it. Sample bottles to try,
sold at 10 cent,.
Regular size, 75 cents.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers, in the
United States and Canada.

The undersigned take this opportunity
to thank their triends and customers for
the very liberal patronage bestowed upon
thP.m the past year.
We shall continue
to do as neur as possible :t PAY D0\VN
bnsiness, believing tlrnt it is for our mutual interest.
We shall keep a full stock
of Merchandise of all Kinds-everything
usually kept i_p a conntry store.
Bnying
in large quantities will enable us to make
J,OW PRICES.
Rcsp'ly,
C. B. ATWOOD & CO.
Bnckfieltl, Jan. 6, 1887.

LOANS.
4 percent. 1 percent.

:LIFELOANS,
I

On any

kind of security
promissory

U. !:::i.Government

anJ

Address

Bonds
Large

correspondents
wanted
:.iberal
inducements.
for full particulars,

G. \V.

FOSTER,

42 Broadway,

Banker,
New

York.

WANTED!
TO MAKE

~~

i

Bonds.

Foreign
Redemption
sold on monthly
pa) men ts.
premiums
for sn-,all inYestors.
Reliable
everywhere.

good

notes.

COATS

Sewing Machines
furnished if wanted
and the work delivered at your homes.
Apply by mail only to Wm. M. Mitchell,
Dixfield, Me., or to J. A. Bucknam·&,
Co. Mechanic Falls, Me.
5 ltf

ET

BE;tlifiJ~ flEllJ.'ii>~ JIB~fJ8
Lnca~ & l3ishop wishrs to inform the public that they are prepared_ to furnish
anything ill their line at Boston prices, as they exchallg!c's_ goods manufactnred
_by
them3elves for goods in the Watc~ and Jewelry line: which enables them to give
better prices thatt ever. Just cous1der some of our prices.
We ,viii sell Wm. Ellery 11 jewelled key winding Watche~, 3-ouncc sil::er case,
for $12.00.
]:I-roadway 7 je-,vellecl in silver c_ase, for $8.00-mckel
ca~e $6.?0- . No.
7 Elgin, 7 jcawels, in nickel case foi· $6.50, in s!lver case $8.00 .. ~o. 13 Elgrn, 1,11 3ounce silver ease for $12.00.
Rockford, Hampden,
aud Ilhno1s \.Vatch Co.sat
µroportiotrntely
low prices.
Knights of Labor Pins from 35 ~ents t_o $2.00.
We
also have a fine line of Knives, Forks and Spoous at the followmg prices:
KNIVES-Rogers'
Plate Co .. $2.50.
FORKS-Rogers'

Best, $4.00; 2d. $3.50.
A 1, $6.00;

Co •• Jr?go~S-Tea.

Sheflicltl,

Wallace Brothers',

$3.00 per dozen;

Desert,

$2.00;

Standard
Silver
.
Silver Plate

$-LOO; Standard

$1.00 per pair;

Table,

$1.15 per pair.

Masonic. Odd Fellow. and all other emblems at low prices for cash.
foll line of Chains, Charms. Bar i)ins. Pins aud Drops, either in plate,
stouc or solid" gold.
.
.
Auything we do not have in stock we can fnrmsh at short notice.

Fine

We h~ve
crape, Jet,

Watch Repairing
in all £ts branches, a_lso Sewing Mac!'-ine and
1vlodels built at short notice, and all kmds small .lklachzne
Work done in a workmanlike
manner.

WANTED!

Lucas & Bishop,
Canton, Me.

Opposite the Depot,

A competant nian for Ox'tord County, to canvass
and take orders for HO\VE'S
PATENT
ADJUSTABLE
SLIDING
Wil\"DOW
SCREENS.
'Best ~cllin_g goods ever offered to agents.
Terms
:~ud Outfit free. Address
6tf
OllltlN
P. HOWE & CO., Augusta, :Me.

W. F. PUTNAM,
Dixfield

1

jifa,ine.

Manufacturer

of

DOORS,
SASH,WINDOW& DOOR
FRA?i!ES

CLAZED WINDOWS.
•
Good

Buckets

All kinds

ft!lHHU~!f'
in·u41vi~C
Thal

~, ~~(!:HUM! ¥
D .....thJ\)UBH a

\Vc;rnderful Rt.>medy for

of Tin

13 to r8 cts.

Job

Work

done

!l(:'atly nncl promptly.

W. H. CONANT,
Uolt's Bloek,

FEMALE
COMPLAINTS,
.
. .
. .
tl_,e_va.lue of '".l~i-ch n:,an.l'. la_?1es 111 thts v1c1111t_y
can testily to, 1s stt!_l wr sak bv
Mrs. 1-I. H. BURBANK, Canton, Me.
1
rrrial
Pa<.•kagc
I<~ree.
4-46

from

All ki11rlF mould<'<l n11clplain finisl1,halnster~. ~<'\\·,,Jls. Brncket~.&c. Also cllambn and dini1w-room
furnitnrf' Chamber
Sets and Rxt';:nsion Tables a specialty.
,Jobbing clone promptly.

Canton.

At the "Old DeCostcr
eel to do all kint.1s of

C:1niagc

Shop,"

is prcpar

Carria[e
Repairin[
and
Saw
Filin[.
6tf

1000

feet

1-2

inch Bass Boards wanted

a chain
THE HOUSEKEEPER. byheaddrawing
for a guide.

of circles, using a spool
Chain stitch the pyramidal pieces and the chain of rings and
Have you any unkind thoughts?
then with sharp scissors cut awav the silk
Do not write them down;
within the chain-stitched lim!s lc;ving the
Write no word that giveth pain,
vVritten word, may long remain.
pattern in black net. Cut every other
II ave you heard some idle tune?
circle on the edge, or else work a waved
Do not write it down.
line of chain-stitching
half an inch from
the circles, above and below them,and cut
FANCYWORKANDHOMEDECORATION,
out the space. showing a ground of black
net and leaving the circles orange.
Edge
B\" MRS.
M. C. Hl'N'GERFOR!\.
the top of the shade with a narrow black
lace edging and put a gathered fall ofwidPretty aprons are popular with ladies er lace on the bottom.
It will he necessary,
who amuse them,tlves with fancy work in of course, to support this shade with one
the evening.
Sometimes
it is the dress of porcelain or mica. The effect of the
that need, protection; sometimes the work ~hade with the light shining through the
itself i~ so delicate that contact with any- transparent
pattern is very pleasant, and
thing but white muslin endangers its fre,h- seeing- it the maker will probably feel well
ness.
When tastefully made of dainty paid for the labor of making the shade.
materials these work-aprons
arc quite adWINTER LUXURIES.
vantageous
additions to a home toilet.
Use rapidly converts luxuries into necesSome are made of a width 0f all-over em- sities, as all will say who make use of the
eroidery with a scallop across the bottom;
soft, eider wool, knitted articles that are
others. and these are the most dressy of made by hand. The appearance of those
any, are made of Egyptian or Oriental net, made on the knitting machine is aimost
and trimmed across the bottom with too equally good, but the wool used is not of
full ruffles of four or five-inch-wide edging the same thickness and softness as the new
of the same kind of lace. Little pockets swan's-down
and eider wools, that are
of the lace are added and satin ribbon sold this winter.
waistband and bows, if desired.
A plain
A useful novelty, made of the last menapron of pink or blue satin can be worn tioned wool, is a lady's carriage apron,
beneath the lace one, with a black or very which fastens around the waist and reachdark dress.
es to the feet; in sleigh-riding it is invalA serviceable and pretty apron is made uable, as the robes cannot be tucked in
o"r blue or checked linen such as is sold for closely enough to entirely exclude the
glass ·toweling.
About ten inches of the searching, frosty wind. It may be-knitted
goods is turned up at the bottom, on the or crocheted in a close stitch and narrow·
right side of the apron, to form a bag or ed to correspond with a paper pattern of
pocket for the work. On each side of the any well-shaped gored apron.
It should
apron and across the top of the pocket is be plain at the top with a band sewed to
an ornamental
border, made by taking one side and brought around the waist to
working cotten the color of the check and fasten with a button on the other side.
working what is called polka dot at the After the apron is finished it may have a
intersections of the colored lines forming scalloped edge worked all around.
the checks; four rows of the dots are genA foot warmer, large enough to go across
erally made, with lines of the thread con- the bottom of the carriage, is made of two
necting them and crossing each square to widths of stair oil-cloth sewed together on
form a sort of lattice-work.
At the top of three sides and lined thickly with cotten
the apron a hem is made broad enough to batting and any cheap strong fur, and covrun a ribbon through,
whic:h is feft long erect with crocheted wool in afghan stitch.
enough to tie around the waist.
A heavy twisted crocheted cord may be
Aprons that are more serviceable than worked over the seams and along the upthey look to be are made of a very fine cot- per edge of the open part.-Go~d
Clteer.
ton 1mit.ationof silk bolting cloth, a material that is much used for various kinds
TART SIIELLs.-Two-thirds
cup lard,
of fancy work. The decoration is usually white of one egg, three tablespoonfuls of
sweet
milk,
lhrce
tablespoonfuls
of sugar,
a scroli, or leaf pattern, above the wide
hem at the bottom, worked in outline stitch one teaspoonful of cream-tartar, one-half
teaspoonful
of soda. Flour sufricient to
with a single shade of silk.
roll.
JJEAUFET COVERS.

--=====--=----- -

For daily

use it is an object to have a

cover that can be washed. although something n1ore elegant and perishable,
like
satin with rich Russian lace ends, or painted pongee with ribbon and lace decoration~,
can bekept onhand to produce on company occasions,
if desired. Dark gray linen,
with the ends decorated with drawn ·work
and a deep netted fringe, makes one of the
most satisfactory covers. The sides should
have an i~ch-wide hem, made with two
rows of hem-stitching.
vVhite linen can
be made in the same way. and white or
unbleached momie cloth can be similarly
hemmed aad fringed and a five-inch space
above the fringe covered with darned work
in washing silk. The darning,
"'hich is
,·ery close, is all of one color and forms
a background for a pattern in outline stitch,
the outlining being clone, before the dan1-

LoBSTER SALAD.-Four
:; 1~~:::~

0

~.f~~~!;:,r, t~~:

eggs. one table-
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AYE R'S
If thp Lin,r bPf'OEH ...s rorp1Ll,
if the

l.ic,w1l:-; arc co11.-;t1pat(~d or if tlH· sto111aeh
fm ,s to pcrfm·,n 1 r~ fu n<'Iions properly, use
Ayer•~ Pills They are iu,·aluable.
For some years I was a nctun to Liver
(;omplainL. in cm,scqucnee of which I
sufferetl from General Debility aml Indigestion
A few boxes of Ayer's Pills
restored me to perfect health. - W. T.
Bdg!ttney, Henderson, W. Va.
For years I ha,·e relied more upon
Ayer's Pills than anytJ.111g else, to
1

Re.1ew3Her Yout":!-

Pha:bc Chesle1·, Peterson,
Clav Co ..
Iowa, tells the following remarkable story.
the truth of which is vouched for bv the
residents ofthe town: "1 am 73 years old,
have been troubled with kidney complaint
and lameness for many years; could not
dress myself without help. Now I am free
from all pain and soreness, and am able
to do all m v own housework.
I owe m v
thanks to Electric Bitters for having renewed my youth, and removed completely
all disease and pain."
Try a bottle, onl_v
50c. at Nathan Reynolds' J)rug ~tore. (+)

Fruit fo,,He:1.ltb.
Good, sound, ripe fruit is by many physicians considered the most healthful ot
foods. Surgeon Evans, in "!Iow to-Prolong Life," says: health and disease cannot
be over-rated;
it is a man's best food if he
truly desires a long life. In fact, he may
live entirely upon it in better health than
the majority of mankind enjoy.
Good,
ripe, sound fruit is never a cause of disease.,.
Dr. Wallace, in his "Physianthropy,"
savs:
"My experiment., as well as those ofothers,
te,tify to the fact that a broken-down constitution may be re-built upon a fruit diet,
and that a healthy person can be retained
in health upon the same; thousands
of
consumptives and other patients have gone
to grape countries, and using the 'grape
cure' have recovered health and vigor."
Dr. Nichols, of London, tells us of his
successful treatment of fever: "Nomedicine but grapes and oranges going down
the patients' throats."
Another authority
says: "The juice of the 0range taken in
large quantities has be.en found to be a specific for many descriptions
of fever; it is
nature's remedy, and an unsurpassed one."

Sugar Coated
Cathartic

ps8 LLS •

Regulate
my bowels

These Pills are mild in ac-

0
~~~~ ~~~/1h'~::r
,~wlk ~~J ~~~~f:

i!
cases of Rheumatism anff Dyspepsia. G. F. Miller, Attleborough, Mass.
Ayer's Pills cured me of Stomach and
Liver troubles, from which I had suffered
for years. I considet· them the best pills
made, and would not be without them.
-Morris Gates, Downsville, N. Y.
I was attacked with Bilious Fever,
which was followed by Jaundice, and
was so dangerously ill that my friends
despaired of my reco,·ery
I commenced
taking Ayer's Pills, and soon regained
my customary strength and vigor. John C. Pattison, Lowell, Nebraska.
Last spring I sufferecl greatly from a
troublesome humor on my side. In spite
of every effort to cnre this eruption, it increased until the tlesh became entirely
raw. I was troubled, at the same time,
with Indigestion, and distressing pains in

THE
BOSTON
HERALD.
THE LEADINGllEV/SPAPER.

LargestBona Js'JtlcCirculation of
any papel' in New England.
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from pain, my food digested properly, the

Aye r's Pi I ls,
Prepared by Dr. J.C. Ayer &Co., Lowell, Maas.
Sold Uy all Dealers
in 1\ledicine.

kl~ .£ lllt!!,fJ!.S~

Barga.inin Musb.

Boot & Shoe Maker.

This Favorite Album ofSong-r; and ballads, con.
taining thirly-two pieces of choice and p0pula.r mu.
1
1
1
Over P. Jlodg-e·s hlack,mith
i,hnp. All
~1~~
sl~l;1~~~~i~'l:~:~:i~c~:~~;a;f1~~~;'ntr
i~~~;H~dr~1~·~::
kind, of rPp,1il ing. Cn~tom 111aki11g tu
upon licavy p:tptr with a n~ry :ttt1·:.1cti,·c co\·Cr. The
c.:Pf,,hrntcll calf to
following- arc the titk·s of tlie songs and b~llads 11iPasurP, from Thomas·
cnnt:i.inecl in the F:1vo?"ite Alhum :-As
I'<l Nothing
fi;,est f◄'rc11eh. Orcler, wlieitrrl.
8-:H
Else to Do; The Dear Old Song.sot lfomc; Moth'=r,
\Vatch the I.itde feet; Oh, You Prcttv Blue-cvcd
,vit<:h; Blue Eyci,; Katy's Letter; 'fhc Pass in;.;
1
r1~
G~~:1~~,
low thC \Vaving- LiH<leus; Faded Leaves;
All
On J-:>ronti~:--or:.v
N o1:cs.
Amon{!" the Summer R•Jse:;; Touch the Harp Gently, My p?"etty Louise; l really don't thi11k I sh:ill
\VA~TED-Note~
of well rated husincs~ men
l\1arry; Dreaming of Home; The old Cottag-c:::Clock; for nue montil to twch·e months .. Amo~1nts 1 $:,ooo
0
to ~r,coo,oro. Strictly cr>nfidt•ntial and safe. Bond~
givt"n, sdllcments
nu:.rlc. Cnrre.sp 1 HHicnts wanted.
G. \v. FOSTER,
Hanker,
6mJ6
40 Broadway, New York.
is a very fine collection ofn:.Ll voca.1 ;.{crns, aud gnt-
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MAll,
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Hoston,
•
Portbnd,G.T.
Lewiston, "
~
Mechanic F'!:::: 8
\\:est i\1inot.
9
:1:!3earcc l{ '<l,
hast Hebron,
9
·*Packard R'c.l,
Uuckficld,
10
qv,rrcn
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Ea~t Sumner, 10

The Bowels.
1
!~J~:
j:f{i~~e
I~aaf~];o~1 l~:gt!!~
f~~%

!~~r,8ii~l1e~;-{b~~dlni~~~t1~ie~a~~!~a:
- Samuel D. \Yhite, Atlanta, Ga.
I have long used Ayer's Pills, in my
family, and believe them to be the best
pills made.-S. C. Darden, Darden, Miss.
My wife and little girl were taken with
Dysentery a few da~•s ago, and I at once
began giving them small closes of Ayer's
Pills, thinking I would call a doctor if the
disease became any worse. In a short
time the bloody discharges stopped, all
pain w,m ta way, ancl heal th was restored.
-Theodore
Esling, Itkhmoncl, Va. •
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,,,.,rrains stop only on sig-nal.
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STAGE CONNECTION!-.
AT \Ve:c;T !VIINOT.-Dailv,with
mail train,for He
bron Academy, 3 1-2 milt.:~:
AT BucKF1£Ln.-Dailv,
with mail tndn, for
Ch'lse's ~1ills 4, miks, Ttlrncr 6 miles, Ko. Buckfield 3 mile~, and \Yc~t Sumner 7 miles.
AT CA!'fTO:s.-Dailv,
wit.h mail train, for Ea:;t

ff~~':E:~~:~};:~~:~!~~Jt~:!{
~?~~?.
so for Brittun's Mills, Livcrnwre, 5 miles.
A-r GrL!:EHTVJLLE..-Daily,
\vith m:til trai11, for
Canton Point 1 1-4 miles,
L. L. LINCOLN,
Su,•r.

E. W. ALLEN,

Canton.

TEACHER
OF VOCAL MUSJC.
[have Prcrless and "ta 11Jp,· or2>111·which
I ~ell at rPaso11:1hlf' pric-,·~ ;·\\·a1'.1:1l!ted for
!ivce yean.
Tno~p in w:int of a11 orgirn 01·
pia110 will do W<'ll to c·all on or atlrlrrss
the above.
Tlw~e organs arr \Y<'ll made:
in evrry re~pect,()uiPk in llf'tinn. brill:nnl
in tnnp, :i11d voiced ~o tiH'V are c·H~v to
si:1g IV i th.
'!'hey ar,i SP('Olid
IO no11e.

ii~(f,s,~"\\'f'(~,~~f~,!h~~
t,-,!j,~~~~;,'"t'~-,'.~
:~~'.)[

:~:::~·;d
1:;;~'.~~;\
t'l,3ti'.'~{t:~l~~
?,;')i;J"!f:v~t~it
]~{:~;:
~n:c:~

~c;~~:r,~::/::~~

the whites of the eggs separately
and add
last. Cook in a bowl set i 11 a kettle of
water, stirring until it thickcas.
When
cold, add cream enough to make as thin as
rd
nd
t
boiled CUS a • Add salt a
red pepper
to the chopped lobster and lettuce.

)bao~~~itl!t s;y~~..usfcu~l~~!~:du!~lsctl;~
pieces would cost _vou $1, .20. ·we boug-ht a joh lot

LEMON CREAM Prn.-One
lemon grated. Stir one table•poonful of com-starch
into one cup of boiling water, cream one
tablespoonful of butter into one cup of
sugar, "pour over hot and mix them.
v\'htn cool add a beaten egg. If only one
crust is used, froS t •
- • - ----- ---•--

LADIES who are looking for a :.-.rag-azine
to meet all their requirements
should see
Demorcst's .Afonthly for March.
It has
just arri,·cd, and, as usual, is full of information and amusement.
Nothing seems
to be left undone to make "Demorest's"
the most popular Family Magazine in the
,\·orld.
There is always son1ething to intcrest all, from the youngest child to the
"head of the house."
This number con-

A Captain'~Fortunate :Dizcover·y.
Capt. Coleman, schr. \Veymouth. plying
between Atlantic City and N. Y., had

ing, with cream or white like the momie
cloth. Very broad crotcheted edging, with
inserting to match, worked with gray or
white thread, makes a beautiful finish for
the ends of gray or while fine crash beau-

~~1~ 1~ 1~-~~bls~~c;'.t~~"cico,~!!' i~,~~,i~:~h: 0 \;;
Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption. It not only gave him instant relief,
but allayed the extreme soreness in his
breast.
His children were similarly affected and a single dose had the sam~ happy
fet covers.
At the Decorative Art Rooms effect. Dr. King's New Discovery is now
in New York from four to seven dollars, the standard remedy in the Coleman houseaccording to the width of crochet work, is hold and on board the schooner.
Free
asked for scarfs of the kind.
Trial B0ttles of this Standa,d Remed1· at
Nathan Reynolds· Drug Store.
- (+)
LA:liP SHADES.
As long as the present strong fancy for
lamps continues. so long will the need for
pretty shades exist; therefore readers of
this department will not weary of the ofttreated theme.
One of the newest homemade shades has for the lower part a strip
of wide cardinal red Spanish lace, long
enough to fit around the largest part of the
porcelain shade.
Into the upper edge a
row of.single crochet is worked with purse
silk the color of the lace, next three rows
of treble crochet narrowed in four places,
then four rows narrowed rr;i six places; at
this point try the work on the lamp shade
and see if it is being narrowed too fast.
\York rows enough to make the proper
size, clecre:tsing as necessary; finish with
a row of shells, and run an elastic below
them, or else a narrow ribbon with ends
long· enough to tie around the porcelain

come, his having paid it will:be his salvation from ruin
So with the man who has
da;Jy inured himself to habits of concentrated attention,
ern:rgelk
volition, and
self-denial inunncc.:ssarythings.
llewill
stand like a tower when everything rocks
around him, and when his softe,· fellowmortals are wim 0 owcd like cl.aff in the
blast.-Popular
Science .llonthly.

~~d';)\:.s~,1~i!\1~~~-f~iajl~;irf:t~1~~
~;~~~ h;;i;,~i;~~
~~!i\,~f:i");;~oi,l~~in~;~~
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tains a very striking water-color
picture
(The Two Majesties.)
The serial, "Allan
(luartermain,"
by H· Rider Hag-garcl, author of' 'She," etc., is a wonderful story
of adventure, as are all of this world-reno.-·necl author's product,ons.
The othe,·
stories, ai·ticles, and general information
matters are too numerous
011 all household

to mention.
This Magazine has taken a
firm stand on the Prohibition
question,
which makes it popular in families where
there
are
boys
to
influence.
Nor
are the
N£cessityof Goodlt,bits.
girls forgotten, forthedcpartmentof"'Our
useful advice to them.
The great thing in all education is to Girls" contains
Demorest, 17
make automatic and habitual, as early as Published by vV. Jennings
per
possible, as many us<?.fulactions as we can, East 14th St., New York, at $2.00
and to guard against the growing into ways year.
that are likely to be disadvantageous
to us,
as we should guard against the plague.
The more of the details of our daily life
we can hand over to the infallible and effortless custody of automatism,
the more
our higher powers of mind will be set free
for their own proper work. There is no
more miserable human being than one in
whom nothing is habitual.
Full half the
time of such a man goes to the deciding,
or regretting, of matters which ought to
have been so thoroughly ingrained in him
as practically not to exist for his consciousn-n t ,
nc-!ssat all. If there be such dail;· duties
if:1~~f~!i°~i\1;:.![;~;J.b;~i~gm·ec~n:~r!
feits. Get thc~c-nmne, which lssifmcd" I. l~i--rTS"
s~Nt~e13g~;~N~r. s~1db~l"~l\
~~·a~!.H '"· 1,owLB &

TRUST
That our kind jntentions will be du1y appreciatP-d, an<l our

T

"'ill remember that we are sel1ing Groceries Hnd Provisim1s
as low as anybody in town. Having lately pnt ou :1--delivery
team, we shall be pleased to deliver goods a11ywherc in the
village or at Gilbertville to good, responsible partie;-;, on

top.
A novel shade is made b_vcutting a cir-

not yet ingrained in any one of our readers,
let him begin this very day to set the mat-

cle of thin orange colored silk, and making a hole in the center large e._nough to
slip over the chimney.
From the hole to
the edge of the circle should he six or ,scven inches.
Baste the silk upon black

tcr right.
\~~~ilp';'a~f(~R;"~c';:;
11
Keej> tltc .faculty of e_ffort ali·ve in JWt by st
'fhat
amp, a. r~,~~~ptw~?f
alittlegratllilou~e.w:rciseevcryday.
BALM: TAN, FRECKLES,VEGETABLE
PIMPLES,
is, be systematically
ascetic or heroic in BLOTCHES,
BLACK
HEADS, ETc., leaving
little unneces~ary points; do every da_y or the skin soft, clear and beautiful.

Brussels net and cut it out just Lhe s·,me
size. Jlave a pattern stamped upon the
silk, or, if the worker is expert in such
rnatlers, she can do her own stamping.
It
will lie difficult to find a suitable dcsig-n,
so one i11tended for br:1idc<l ,lippcr8 must
be selected.
Put four of the toe pieces at
equal distances. with the broad part tow,:rd
the lo¼er edge oflhc bhaclc. Nlake an edge

two somdhing
for no other reason than
1c[\,;~~'.;~t\,1'.~;:1:~~i'~ct!~";~;~i'.-\~~~l~~:eklk.
that _you would rather not do it, so that Also illstructions for producing- a luxuriant g-rowth
wht-n the hour of dire need draws nigh, it of hair on a b.dd head or smo"th face. Ad<lressmay find you not unarmed and untrained
A. D. STEMP>:L, 6o Ann Sl., :\"ewYork.
,y5,
to stand the test. Asceticism of this sort
mrevbe fonn<l on
i~ like the insurance a man pays on his
1ilo at GEO. l'ltOWELL & CO'S
house and goods. The tax does him no Newspaper .Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce
good at the time, and possibly may never
8_ti:eet),whcrendvert1smg
contractsnmy
bring him in a return.
But if the fire doe, l>o mauo for it ill
•
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\Ye havn't any special bargains _to offer at this time, uut
you will find our stoek of Grocei•ies
& Pr@'\l"ision~
complete, and Pi•ices
lleasonable.
Give us a trial.
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]?al'm Prod1tce take11 in exchange for g-ood:..

An Em11ty Nest.
A grave old man and a maiden fair
Walked together at early morn;
The thrushes up in the clear cold air
Sang to the farmer planting his corn.
And, ob, bow sweet was tte fresh-turned
mould!
And, ob, how fair were tba budding trees I
For daisy's silver and dafl'odil's gold
Were full ol the happy honey-bees,
"Ah, look! t.be:·e'san empty nest," she sa;d;
"Anrl I worn.lerwhern sing the last year's
birds 1"
Then the old man quickly raised his head,
Though scarcely ho noted her musing
words;
He tore the nest from the swaying tree,
Re flung to the wind, its moss and hay,
And said, "'Vhen an empty nest you see,
Be sure that you throw it far away,"·
"But why?" she asked, with a sorrowing
face"'\Vby may not tho pretty home :ibido ?"
"Because," he answered, •·•twill be a plar.o
In which tlio worm and the slug will
hide.
Last year twas fair enough in its wayIt was full of love and merry with song;
But days that are gone must r.ot spoil todar,
Nor dead joys do the living joys wrong:"
The maiden heard with a thoughtful face-lier first folss lovo buu gone far awayAnd she thought, is my bent becomo a
place
For anger and grief and bate to stay?
Down, heart, with thy sad, forsaken nest!
Fling far thy selfish and idle pain;
'l'be love that is ours is always the best;
And she went with a smile to ·her work
again.
-Mary A. Barr, in Harper's Magazine. !\l

The WayHis MotherDid.
I cured my Jeremiah of thinking that
he could cook jest as his mother did
ea.~yenough. S:1ys I, at the breakfast
table one morning:
"Jeremiah, I biled my meat yesterday,
and if you'll bring in that jug of cider
molasses that you put into the ice-house
to keep cool through the summer, I'll
make up my mince pies to-day."
A simple remark enough, and innocent, but who can tell what a word
may bring forth!
"I wish," says the partner of my joys,
and (when he can't dodge them) of my
sorrows, "I wish I could taste of some of
Iny mother's pies again. Them was pies
as was pies."
Now, I know that if Philura Jane
Jones can do one thing better than another, it is to make a mince pie, but I
l;ept calm outwardly.
"How was they made?" says I, "what
was the ingregiences?"
"Wall," says he, "I used to watch her,
an' if you'd hear to me, I believe I
could tell you jest how. Hi! wasn't
they good, though? I vum, I believe I
could make 'em myself."
"Perhaps you'd better," says I coolly.
"I can," says he, "an' declare for all
tryin' to boss a woman round, -I will."
I could:11t help but laugh to see him
go to work. I got him my big checkapron, and tied it on.
I brought out
the fl.our, and the lard, and the saleratus,
11ndthe salt, and the spice drawer, and
the sugar-box.
Jeremiah he went out
an:l got the cider molasses. The meat
nd apples was already on the olcl table.
"There," says Jeremiah,
"Now I'll
show you something about pies."
I said nothing, but went to washing
up the breakfast dishes and sweeping
up.
"I don't get to baking so early as this,
generally," says I. "You've got a good
start."
''0, yes," he answered in his gayest
tone, "t'won't be no time afore I have
them pies all settin' in a row on the
buttery shelf.· Haint you got no sour
milk?"
''vVhy, yes," says I, "but you don't
want it for mince pies."
"Who's makin' these pies1" says he.
"My mother always U5ed to make sour
milk pie-crust, and I believe it would
taste g"od once more."
So I brought the sour milk. He dipped
out about two quarts of it in my big
yellow mixing dish.
"Where's the short'nin' 1'' says he.
"There's the lard, and there's the butter here if you'd rather have it."
"My mother used Jard," says he.
''Where's a dish to melt it in 1"
I got him a dish.
":Most folks rub their shorte11ing into
the flour," says I.
"My mother didn't,'' says he. "As I
said btfore, who's makin' these piesi If
you are, I'll go out and mend the fence.
If Iom--"
,;I won't s~y another word,"
says I.
I've had somCJexperience in mauaging
a opinionated pardner before."
Hu stirred his meited lard into his
sour milk, and it rose to the top in little lumps. Then hr, began to stir in
fl.our. I see he hadn't put in any salera-.
tus but knew him too well to vent.urc to
sav so. Jeremiah Jones sometimes needs
to· attend the schod kept by experience.
Bo sti1red :ind stirred 1111d stirred
When he fiaully got it thick enough
1

there was b~tter enough, such as it was
to make several dozen pies.
"These pies are goin' to be so good,"
says ~c, "wc'il make up n lot of 'em.
·where's the pie plates?"
I brought them to him all buttered,
ancl he begun to roll out his crust. By
this time it was so thick that it could
scarcely be induced to roll out at all, but
he worked nobly. ·when he got his first
piece rolled down to about an inch in
thickness, he stopped and looked at it.
"I like a good thick crust, myself,
mys he. "An inch thick ain't too much
for a real juicy inside."
'·No," I answered, comforting myself
with the thought that his crust wouldn't
rise up to call him blessed, the way most
sonr milk crusts do. By the time ho
hau rolled out four under crusts, and
used perhaps onc-ci~hth of his batter,
he laid dawn his rolling-pin.
"Shan't I chop your meat for you?'
says I.
"No, sir-e-e !" says he.
"Who's
makin' these pies? I wish't you hadn't
chopped the npple. I've got an ovenfuil rolled out, and now I'll make the
inside. Where's the choppin'-tray?''
''Did your mother have someboJy to
hand l.1cr things, or did she get them
herself?" says I good naturedly handing
him the tray nnd choppin' knife.
He put all his meat, some four or five
pounds, into the tray at once, and bcgnn
to chop.
He chopped, and he chopped
and he chopped, and still great masses
of whole meat kept coming to the surface. After three-quarters of an hour of
hard work he had got it so there wasn't
any pieces more th!l.ll one and a half
inches square, and two inches thick,
though there was plenty that big, Then
he went for the molas;cs jug.
''You ain't going to call thnt fine
enough for the meatl" says I.
"Course it's fine enough," says he.
Takes tho life all out of mince-meat
or hash or anything, to chop it too
fine I"
"But Jeremiah," says I, loth to see so
much good meat wasted, "that won't be
fit to
eat.
Let
me take
it;
I'd rather chop than seo the pies spoiled."
"Spilcd !'' he cried.
''Who's makin'
these pies, Philura?"
"I wouldn't want to swear that anybody was," says I.
''You always make your pies too
sweet," he went on, measuring outsugsr
by the teaspoonful.
".!Hy mother never
used much sugar."
Then he pourecl in two teacupfuls of
cider molasses and
a teacupful of
vinegar.
Ile liked them real tart, he
said.
"Now for spices," says he. "Lemme
see. She used to put in a lot of ginger,
I remember. And thereupon the whole
two-ounce package was emptied into the
pan. "And cinnamon--ain't we got nny
cinnamon sticks?"
No." says I, "you say you don't like
it."
"It's best for pies, I guess, b_ut this
will do;" whereupon the package ot cinnamon followed the ginger.
"Cloves,
0, yes! Where's the mortar 'n' pestle I"
And he ground up a quarter of a pouncl
of cloves and stirred them in. ''Now,
that's all but the raisins. 0 I no, there's
the apple." And he shoved in the
chopped apple.
"0 ! yes, bread. J\Iy
mother used to_chop up bread and put
in."
"That was when she was short of
apples, I remarked.
"Who's runnin' these pies?" he repeated.
"Git me some bread, will ye?"
I brought the bread and he pounded
some up and stirred it in.
"Now, I guess it's ready," and he began to ladle it into his under crusts.
"Ain't you going to taste of it and see
whether it is right?" says L ''Your
mother used to."
"That's so," says he, "and so did I,
and wa'n't it good!"
He smacked his lips and tasted, but I
noticed he didn't smack 'cm the second
time.
"You ought to 3et it on fire and cook
it all together," I couldn't help saying,
"Why ;.hat's the matter, Jeremiah!"
'The tears was chasing euch other down
his hollow checks, and Lr a minute I
was real scairt.
"There seems to be a leetlo too much
ginger," he said, blow in' his nose, "but
"1'11 fix 'em."
Then he went to work puttin' in more
stuff. A cup more of cider molasses.and
a cup more of vinegar, considerable
pepper, but no salt, two pounds of
raisins, whole, and the contents of a
bottle of -paregoric, I sec him put in.
Then he went to the sit tin' -room closet
and brought the bottle of brandy I keep
for sickness, and put hulf cf that into the
mixture he was concocting.
I looked
horrified, indeed, for I never use it in
cooking.
"Doctors say mice-pies c,ught always

to hev brandy in 'em to keep 'em from
hurtin' folks," says he; ''I don't begruch
a little brandy in such good pies as
these."
Then he stirred up the whole mess.
My land ! There was great chunks of
meat, and great long strings of it. And
such a looking pan of mince-meat I never
see!
But I said nothing as he went on and
filled his pies, and proceeded to cover
'cm. The
crust had got so hard
and stiff he could
scarcely roll it
out, but
he finally
got it down
not much
thicker
than the under
crust .. 1Vithout cutting any air-holes he
covered the pie, tucking in the edge
where it came ove1·, and pulling it out
where it came short. Then his pies went
into the oven.
He insisted on building up an awful
fire, nnd in a few minutes the juice of his
pies (his meat was fl.outing around in an
ambulencc of molasses and vinegar) came
running out on the floor.
Jeremiah
bounded to the oven door.
He didn't
look near so chipper as when he first began his pies.
"I wish, Phil urn," says he, "you'd
jest seo here a minute.
That crust don't
act well."
I should say not I The inside had riz
up and was ruunin' over all 11round,while
a thick, leathery-looking
substance rose
up in the middle of it, burnt pretty near
black.
"vVhose runnin' these pies, Jeremiah?"
says I.
"Y0u didn't stick your two
crusts together."
"vYal, why didn't you tell me not to
begin with them?" he yelled; "not twit
me with it now."
But I went back to the settin'-room
where I was sweeping, and left him to
wrestle with the pies alone.
But after a while !looked out. I never
see a mor€ dejected-looking picture, or a
more depressed man. His apron had
got twisted to one side and was all
covered with fl.our. Great dubs of fl.our
were on both sides of his face and his
whiskers were jest dredged.
The tear3
he had shed hau made water-courses
through the dirt and flour, and his expression, 0 my! words fail me. He was
jest taking a pie out of the oven
and settin' it on the table.
He
'put the pan of mince meat in a chair to
make room for the next pie, and then
he took that out, thll liquid from it
dripping all over him and the kitching
floor.
And if it wasn't a queer looking
pie I The crust had crawled up in a
roundish heap in the middle and the inside was roaming al)Out everywhere, as
if seeking somebody to devour it. M:y
pardner, tood still (leaving the oven
door open) and gazed at them. Then
he backed back in a sorrowful kind of
way, and set right square down in big
pan of mince me:1t. Ile had had· it on
the stove, and it wa~ b'iing hot, and he
yelled accordingly, jumping an' tearing
around the room iilrn mad. I rushed
out with sowe dry pnnts and helped him
on with 'em. The first thing he did
afterward was to take them two pies und
•
marcu, .. rnto
t h e sl1et.] I'T
::i.ere ,.ue d eposi·t e d
'em in the swill barrel. Next he went
in and took the two out of the oven and
carried them to the same approprh,te
grave."
"Now," says he, recklessly,
"you
may finish the pies, Philura, and I'll
mend the fcuc<:,"
"Who's making these pies, Jeremiah1"
I couldn't help saying.
"Throw that in my face, will ye1" he
muttered, in very subdued 11ccents, as
he went ont and got his axe. Ent I never grudged them poor pies,
for I never heard any more about the
way his mother. used to· do things.
-Portland
Transcript.

The Way or the Speculator.
They met in Exchange place a year
ago this month. One had just bought
his wife..,n pair of diamond earrings, and
the other had been moving into an uptown brown front. They met again on
Sixth avenue yesterday, and the one inquired:
"S:1y, Green, recommend me a pawn
shop. I want to spout those diumonds."
"Ah, has it come to that, old boy?
Say, I can't do it. vVc've just moved
into rooms over this hat store, and I'm
not acquainted around here."-[Wall
Street N ~ws.

Driven to IL
Tommy was taken very sick. His
mother discovered that he had been catng too much preserved stuff, and while
awaiting the doctor·s visit, impiorcd
him to tell her the cause of it.
"Mother," he said, fiaally.
"Mother,
Mame Duffy rejected me suit, a11d''
(hoarsely) '•1t drove me to jam !"--(Tid•
Il1ts.
It is never too lato to mend; but a
man cannot expect to have a button
1e,yed on much after midnight.

LADIES' DEPAUTMENT.
P1·0,:resstve

J>tuuers.

The progressive dinner has leaped at
one bound into popular fav0r.
This
new freak of New York festivities imposes on each guest of the masuline persuasion the duty of moving at the end
of each course one scat to the left until
he has completed the circuit of the din.
ncr table, tarrying for a brief period at
the side of each lady of the party.
When he has safely completed the hazardous voyage and has steered once more
into the haven of refuge provided by his
first love there he may rest till the chairs
are pushed back and a final adjournment taken.
A much more careful
choosing of guests to harmonize each
with all is sure to be th~ result of thfa
last of fashion's mandates, so n woman
who has obey~d it tel Is me, if the notion
of the week is to endure even for the
fortnight, !or II single discordant note
mars the cfl'ect of all. Any snnd wiching iu of dull folk or prosy folk is
sure to be revealed in this puss-in-thecorncr game.--[Mail ancl Express.

I

Holland

Cout·tlng

Custoins.

Of the twe:ve m0nths iu the year Novc1mbcris reckoned in certain villages in
Holland to be by far the most important.
The four Sundays of this month are
known respectively as Review Sunday,
Decision Sunday, Purchase Sunday, and
Possession Sunday, names which sufficiently explain the purpose to which
each is put by the young people. • On
Review Sunday the unmarried girls and
young men after the morning service
walk up and down staring at one another
to their heart's content.
Having made
up their minds whom to select on the
following Sunday, the youths with the
politest bows imaginable salute the fair
ones, and judge from the way in which
their courtesy is responded to whether
success or defeat is to be their lot. The
third Sui1day is devoted to the less romantic task of obtaining the consent of
the parents and arranging in busmessJike fashion the details of the marriage
settlement.
The stern hearts of those in
authority having been satisfactorily sul,dued, all the following week the parson
is busy at marrying, but not until Possession Sunday comes round are the
happy bethrothed permitted more than
an nffectionatc gaze, or at most a tender
squeeze of the hand.

I

~tonst'.'ncyL_in_th e st~xe":r .
A wr1 er m
1pprncot s magazme
calls attention to the fact that, while
many novelists have treated of love as
indicating divided affections on the part
of men, almost no one cif tbem has represented woman as finding room in her
heart for devotion to two men at the
same time, or even of doubt as to which
was entitled to this tribute. Thackeray,
who intimates that Laura Bell might
have preferred Warrington to Pendennis, had it not been for the obstacle of
the former's marriage, is the nearest to
aii
exception on this point amono- the
more famous writers. This is a tribute,
of course, to the superior positiveness of
woman in Jhlng her ideal, and adheri!lg
to it. That is an altogether unjust satire, as far as it applies to the female sex,
in the Spanish writer who composed as
an epitaph:
She who lie~ beneath tl,is gtone
Diod of constancy alone.
Fear not; approach, O passer-by!
Of nuught contagious did aho die.
Troliope's favorite hero is one who
hardly knows his own mind as between
two charmers.
Howells humorously
hints at the cause of the inconstar,cy of
his sex when he says in hi, ''Indian
Summer" that "after eighteen hundred
years of Christianity man is only imperlectly monogamous."
Had novelists existed in the days of polygamy they
would have found an easy way out of
thi~ dilemma for their her.:>es, though
it would have much lessened the avail:::al;~ock
for their stories.-[Iloston
Tnrkbh

Glrla.

Every Turkish girl, says a writer in
"Harper's B:izar," is permitt.3d to attend
either the public schools attached to the
mosques or to receive private instruction
at hom~-that is, in the selamluk-uutil
she is sevo,i or eight years of age, when
she is no longer allowed the freedom of
her childhood.
At that period she feels
as proud as a young miss does in Christendom who doff; her short clothes and
considers herself a young lady.
The limited time allotted them for instruction, the difficult nature of tho language, which is most complicated, and
the mode of tuition being altogether unsystematical, very little learning is acquired by them; so that for nll future
years they relam their simplicity, and
are Lut overgrown children.
Their domestic occupations vary according to their stations. The poor and
the middle clas11e1 are, 118 a matter of
. course, occupied with household work,

sewing and embroiclery for market;
those of the higher wit.h prinking, by
which they hope to render themselveo
bewitching to the lord, of creation, It i11
most amusing to see a young lady perched on the sofa with a hand-mirror intently engaged for hours in giving tho requisite shape to her eyebrows or embellishing her head gear, etc.
Their minds having had no culture,
the senses naturally assume entire dominion over them, and their time is thus
spent fn adorning their persons or in observances of etiquette. There are certain
acts which devolve altogether upon the
sterner sex in the most exquisitely civiljz 3 d regions of the world, which are,
however, sometimes reluctantly performed, but as usual such matters are reversed in the cast, where even the sun
rises at a difl'crent hour.
Thero the effendi graciously receives a glass of water
at the hands of his too happy hannum;
his pipe and his coffee are gracefully
served by some fair Hebo of a wife or
a wife or sister, who naturally coasiders
herself as the helpmeet for her spouse, as
did Eve, the first and fairest of womankind.
Indeed, their deportment in company
especially toward persons of consideration, is truly admirable, and could only
be expected from those of high education.
Oriental life has many distinguishing
peculiarities and characteristic forms of
politeness, but, unlike other parts of the
globe, etiquette is in tho east permanent
and general. The mental 11ccomplishments being but few, wealth seems to
constitute the only aristocratic distinction, while the poorest and tho richest
arc equally versed in the established
routine of civility.
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Notes.

Cream colored plush is much used for
opera cloaks, and has a quilted colored
silk lming.
Pale pink veils will supersede th;>
once popular red ones, so say some authorities in fashion.

a

al
bl

The lacing of the velvet corsage is a
golden cord or silver, and it is fosteaed
with a clasp to stay it.
Silk mitts are worn with misses' evening toilets, either matching tho color of
the dress or of the accessories.
Tan-colured stockings are popular for
! house wear, trnd tan kid or alligator
I skin slippers arc worn with them.
'l'he long sealskin dolman seems to be
gradually taking the place of the halflong cloaks worn for so long a time.
Pretty little white cloaks for little
children are finished with a border
of colorccl floss silks in feather stitch.
Notwithstanding the prediction that
turn-over collars would be worn, the
high curate collar still me.cts with favor.
Old blue is a very fashionab:c color
in Paris this season, and is seen in
combination with other cJ the new colors.
Ladies need not hesitate to wear tancolored gloves upon any occasion, llS
their popularity is likely to continue indefinitely.
Redingotcs continue to be very stylish,
and arc as comfortable and lady like n
wrap as can bo found in this season's
display of cloaks.
The proper way to wear a veil just now
is to have it well over the chin, drawn
up somewhat at eacj1 side and fastened
very high at the back.
Fancy sleeves arc seen on a few evening dresses and dinner costumes, but
there is a certain conservatism about tho
matter of sleeves still.
The sleeves of some newly-imported
street garments are in monk's hood
shnpe, apparently ceasing at the elbow.
An under arrangement bordernd with
fur, covers the arm to the wrist.
Piush and velvet redingotes and
surtouts arc again fashionable.
They
fit the form very snugly, and reach nearly to the foot of the dress ..skirt.
The
backs are arranged in deep plaits and
are very full.
Full pinked ruches edge tho skirts of
several Parisian tailor-made gowns recently imported.
One of tricot cloth of
pale doe color had a, ruche about eight
inches wid·e, very full, and, plaited so
as to form rosettes placed close together.
The Russian bang, nearly straight, bu~
slightly curled at the end!, ill at present
the favonte arrangement for the front
hair. It should be very bhort at tho
sides, pointell in the middle,
and
should leave at least half of fue forehead exposed.
B:ack Lyons velvet brocaded with
gold leaves was thu matel'ial of some recently imported wraps for dress wear.
They were in visit shape, lined with
gold-colored satin, and broad l>!lnds of
black marabout fiecked with gold sernd
a1 trimming,
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indigestion, as that is a potent contributin(J'0 cause of rheumatic affections.
and also to exclude from diet both food A Large
Amount
How- This
Common
Malady
Annually
and drinks which are likely to cause an
Imported
from
May be Kept
Away.
China.
excess in the blood of that acid constituent which is notably increased in rheuAn Expert's Advics as to Dietary and
Hair-Stealing Once Punishabie in Europe
matism. No less important than the
Other Treatment to be Followed
With Death.
dietetic restrict:ons is sufficient daily exercise in the open air. Unless it is taken,
It is scarcely too much to say that
"You may not believe it," said Joe
one susceptible to the disease cannot
nearly every person inclined to rheumalong escape it. A walk of nine miles Glading, an old-time hair dresser, to a
tism, but as yet free from chronic
News reporter,
"but a
each day, or muscular effort equivalent Philadelphia
changes in the joints and muscles, can,
great deal of our hair comes from China,
to it, is imperatively demanded.
In fact,
by proper conduct, entirely overcome
and
not
from
the
heads
of
women,
but
let the sui.Jject live as any sensible man
the defect and never experience a reknows he ought to live, and there is but men. Pigtails, mind you-every one as
currence of the disease. It will be neclittle danger of his suffering from an at- long and straight and coarse as a horse's
essary for him to first correct all abuses;
tail."
tack of rheumatism. -[Boston Herald.
that is, overcome all. habits which he
''It is said Chinamen do not cut off their
knows to be pernicious in the slightest
queues'/"
About a Lucky Star.
degree.
Theu let him stuiy and con"They must, or else other people shear
The "Bmndenburg Lucky Star," so
·form to the laws of hyg1cn~, both gene- called because it appeared the night in them when they die. Chinese hair is so
ral and personal. This ad vice may be which Elector Johann
Sigismund of coarse it is treated with acids before it
rather too sweeping and there is need Brandenburg wa, born, is, by German can be used even in the adulterating
to particularize.
A subject to rheuma- astronomers, expected to make its ap- better grades. But t,ons of it are sold
tism should secure a healthy habitation.
pearnnce again. within the next four each year."
His house should be in the couutry, or years. In 045, during the reign of ElllIt must not be imagined that white
in a district but sparsely settled, located peror Otho I, say the German papers, a people use Chinese hair. They don't.
on rising ground, perfectly drained, in new and brilliant fixed star was seen in Even when specially prepared it is too
pure air, and accessible to sunlight. Per- the constellation Cassiopeia, which has stiff and coarse. But it finds a greater
fect ventilation is at all times essential, the shape of a W.
ln 1264 a similar sale among colored women, who choo~e
and the means of heating should be suf- star was seen in the same place; and it as well adapted to make "chignons."
ificient to permit it. To promote a health- again on November 11, 1572, when Ty- There are three establishments in New
thy action of the skin is of infinito im- cho Brahe noticed a brilliant star of un• York, one in this city, several in San
portance.
Every morning on rising the usual magnitude in a spot where he !had Francisc;o, and some in other cities
subject should take II cold sponge bath,
only seen small ones until then. It had which do nothing but prepare the pigafter which he should be rubbed down
no tail, nor was it surrounded by a haze, tails of Chinese for colored ladies.
with coarse towels until his skin is in a that might leave observers to take it for
Hair varies greatly in price. An ordinglow. '!'his will not only keep it in a comet: it resembled, on the contrary,
ary head of hair, when cut in Europe,
good
tone, and the 11ores properly the other fixed stars, and shed more weighs eight ounces, is from eighteen
opened, but it will invigorate the entire brilliant light than the stars of the first to thirty inches in length, and is worth
system, nervous as well as circulatory,
magnitude, excelling in this respect Sir- in this market $15 to $20 an ounce.
and will also render him less liable to
ius, Jupiter and Vega. It could only be White hair is the costliest and gray hair
take cold.
comes next. A fine white bunch once
Certam dietetic redrictions are imper- compared to Venus, and was visible also
in the daytime, even at noon. At night sold in an Arch street establishment in
ative. Fries and stews are forbidden;
I.his city for $1,000.
the same may be said of salads and alt with a covered sky, while all the ot_her
It is no strange thing for wealthy woarticles of food rich in fats. Pastry is stars are invisable, it was repeatedly dismen to buy white or gray "switches''
also interdicted; in fact, nothing should tinguishable through the clouds. Tycho costing two, three, four or five hundred
was convinced of its complete immovabe eaten which is in any degree burclenbility, Its light began to fade in No- dollars. Hair is valued not only on acsoine to the digestive organs.
Subjects
vember,
1572, and after having shone count of its texture and color, but on
to rheumatism arc as a rule inclined to
account of its length. The longest costs
bilious and suffer from indigestion;
to for nearly seventeen months it dis:i.p- the most. Out of an eight-ounce "cut"
guard against these disorders the food peared entirely in 1574. In vain the as- or ''head" of hair, but one ounce is graded
tronomers have looked for it in its wontilhould be of the simplest character, con'l'he rest is measured into
ed place since; but now, after the usual as "long."
centrated, and yet nutritious.
If one
pe:iod of 300 years, it is expected to lower grades. Very fine black or blonde
does not feel the denial of tea and coffee
hair commands a high price, sometimes
show itself again.
too great a hardship, they should dis$30 an ounce.
pense with them, and drink instead, for
Astonished Crows.
Hair stealing was a popular business
breakfast, milk or cocoa; that is if they
There is evidently a form of govern- in Europe during the last century.
are well borne. At that meal, toast or ment among ~rows, and some have places There were men who made a trade of
coarse bread, such as brown bread, is to of authority.
In a flock there is always clipping the locks of country girls and
be preferred, and Lutter mrty be used. some on guard, ready to give signal of women, and the criminal annals of Lonbut not too generously.
Oatmeal may approaching danger, and in flying their don contain an account of the career of
very properly be the first dish partaken flight appears to be directed by com- two brothers, Nicholas and John Bailey,
of. Eggs act differently on different mand. I recolltJct once seeing a flock of who flourished as hair stealers in
people; for those who bear them well crows homeward bound late in the after- the
Eastern
English
countries
they are indicated,
c,ither poached, noon. They were on an air line to their from 1750 to 17GO. These two men
dropped or lightly boi:ed. Easily di- place of rest, when suddenly the sun were in the habit of entering farmers'
gested fish may be included in the first became eclipsed by the interposition of houses at night, subjecting the inmates
meal. Bacon is the least objectionable
the moon. It soon became a total eclipse. to anrosthetics, administered while the
of all salted meats, and its occasional There were strange cries by the leader as people slept, and then shearing the locks
use can do no hnrm; what fresh meat the darkness spread, ancl, as it became of the women.
is ~aten daily should be taken at the total, the command was querulous.
InAs time went on they grew so bold
mid-day meal. Long fasting is injurious stantly each crow chose a limb. To me that they did not fear to go to balls,
for all predisposed to rheumati5m. It is, the actions of the birds were even •more country fairs and other places where
therefore, advised that dinner be taken be- interesting than the eclipse. Not less crowds gathered;
where, in the great
tween 12 and 1 o'clock.
If hunger is ridiculous were the movements of the press, they used their shears, especially
felt in the afternoon, a cracker and a crows as the eclipse rolled away. They after dark with dexterity and success.
glass of plain soda, S:ar, or other mildly were ~0!11ble in their expressions of as- It was a rural frolic, in the autumn of
11lkaline waters, will satisfy its cravings. tonishment, probably declaring it the 1700, that Nicholas Bailey was appreIt is important to relllember that the shortest night they ever experienced. hended, and a few hours later John was
daily quantity of meat needed by a per- After shaking out their feathers, greatly taken in a tavern, where, while in
son in health, who lives on a mixed diet, bewildered, they took up their flight liquor, he openly boasted of his exploits.
is three-quarters of a pound; those in- westward and disappeared.-[Indiana~
These two men were hanged on Janclined to rheumatism, should never in- olis Journ_a_L
uary 6 succeeding, outside the walls of
______
_
dulge more liberally:. .At dinner it will
'London.
be well to forego soup, as it is apt to
Safe in a ltain of Bullets.
A strange story of hair-stealing in
"sour on the stomach."
Within the
Mr. Ilard Giddens of Berrien com:ty, ]'ranee durin"' the year 1786 is told
limits stated meats may be taken, and Georgi~, is proud of_hi~ wnr record. in the polic:
records
of the City
preference is to be given to those which He cnhstcd at the begrnnmg of the re- of Orleans. Ma:ie Gouin
and her
11reeasy of t1ignstion. If one loves :fi;h, ·bcllion and fou~ht through the war. In lover Francois Lemoux
were nctohe might well make it the principal di11- the battle_ of Chickamauga his clothing rious,pickpockets and thi~ves i.il the city
ner dish. In selecting vegetables, again was torn In twcnty-~even places ~y bul- of Tours for some years before 1786. As
digestion is to be considered, and only lets,_only two of _wluch touched his_flesh, their trade became poor at that tim_ethey
1
those which nre well borne on the stomach cuttmg the skm on the left hip and turned their attention to hair stealing, a
are to be indulged.
L~monacle for din- grazing the little fi_ngerof th~ lef~ hand. very profitable industry on account of
ner is a pleasing drink; all malt or alco- One bullet cut his shoe-strmg m tw~, the demand among the wealthy for wigs.
holic liquors nre foruidden.
Instead of another burst his canteen, one cut hlS The woman Genin was in the habit of
pastry, boiled rice, ,,read, tapioca, or cartridge-belt in two,one tore '.1e leaf of luring young girls with long tresses to
other puddings equally as light may be his cap off, and one shot the breech of out-of-the-way
streets and house, on
partaken of, and a small qunutity of his gun in two while he was shooting. pretense of obtaining employment for
fruit h acceptable. Nuts and cheese can- His regiment went into the field with them. There Lemoux would appear and
not be allowecl. A person who enters upon seven hundred men and came out with under threats of violence, would cut the
this dietetic regimen feels faint and the about twenty-seven.
His company were long locks from the heads of the vieneed of food late in the afternoon, he all killed, wounded and captured except tims.
Six or ei(J'ht weeks of this work
will find a biscuit nnd a glass of Apollin- one, and his clothing was riddled with
aris or Star water sufficient. As is the bullets.-[New
York Sun.
roused the d;tectives of Tours, and Leusual custom in this country, supper bemoux and the woman fbd to Blois.
Too Sanguine.
tween six and gcvea is the proper time.
Man at th.: water cooler (pausing re- From there she went with her lover to
It should be light, Lerrics and milk in
Bourges, aad then to Orleans, where
flectively in the midst of a drink)-summer, and a few raw oysters in the
they inveigled girls to their apartments
"What kind of water is thist''
,colder montlrn. Those who are wedded
Native (reassuringly) -"That!
That•,. and cut off their hair, which was shipped
;to tea may take one cupful if weak, but
in packages to Paris. Justice in the
well water."
-cocoa wou!d be better.
Toast, rusks or
:Man at the water cooler--''You
arc shape of the Orleans patrol laid its iron
light l,iscuits alld a little fruit can be intoo sanguine, my friend. This water hand on the pair, and after a yea1·'s im,dulged in to satisfy any re,isonable appemay,be convalescent, but it is a gross prisonment in tho city jail they were
tite.
Cakes :u;.ll sauces should not enter
satire to call it well.-[Youngstow.n
(0.) executed.
the diet. Eat slowly and masticate all
'l'elegram. ________
_
A lllinc3 Pie Ho1Tor.
iood well. If hun!.!;ry at bed time a glass
Wife-You
talked in your sleep l~st,
-of milk will be ail that is needed.
On
All
Days.
'fli,!!'ht,
John,
and you mentioned mother's
It is possil1lc only to barely outline the
Wiic--I've heard it'll bad luck to bo. .,
•
, name.
11
dietetic treatment which a subject to
on a T esday.
H sband-That
so1 It mu.st have
rheumatism shou· d p·1rsuc. Tho rnle married
Husband-If
you'll leave off "on a
u
.
ehould be to carcfu!ly • avoid all sub- Tuesday'' I'll confirm the rumor.- [T 1"d )' been that m1noo pie I ako before 0.,01ng
&tauf:es which are at all likely to cause nits.
. to bed.-(IIarper's
Bazar.

HUMANHAIR.

RHEUMATISM.

--------

I

I

--------
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The Finger·Nail~.
The troublesome bits of skin, familiarly called hang rails, that loosen at the
roots of tha nails, are caused by the skin
adhering to the nail, which, in growing,
drao-s the skin alono- with it and
stretches it until one e:a. gives way. To
prevent this loosen the skin from the
nails once a week. This is best done by
soakin"' the fino-er in warm water and
then p~shing back the. cuticle gently
with a blunt ivory instrument and never
with knife or scissors. The nails should
be trimmed about once a week. They
ought to be left long enough to protect
the ends of the fingers, as nature intended.
In p:i.ritg and trimming the
nails the shape to be encouraged is a
Ion(]' oval· the centre of the nail is left
Ion; and ;he corners loosely cut, but not,
too much so for fear of causing ingrowing. To cut the nail off squarely gives
the finger end a stubby look. In cleaning do not scrnpe the inner side of the
nail with a knife or other metallic substance, as this tends to destroy its transparency and causes it to grow thick and
opaque; but remove the 8Ccumula tions
of dirt with a brush or blunt instrument.
Nails are susceptible of a high degree of
polish, as may be proven by simply rubbinO' them well with the towel every
tim: the hands are washed, if the
chamois rubber of a manicure set is not
at hand.-[New
York World.

How Colonel llnrnaby

Fell.
It was durin"' one of these Arab
charges that Colo~&iBurnaby, impatient
at the restraint imposed on him, pushed
his horse through the ranks of the rear
face, and singling out an nmir who was
making himself disagreeably prominent,
made a thrust at him, but was rather
short; the emir thrust in return with
his lance, but Burnaby, with a sneer on
bis face, parried it easily. Two or three
Arabs took a hand, but he disposed of
them similarly. It was evident that he
now intended to astonish them by his
magnificent swordmanship, as he gathered up his reins and tightened his grip
on his sabre. But at this juncture
atother rush was made, the Arabs surged
around him, and before he could turn,
an Arab thrust at him from behind,
piercing his jugular vein. Ile reeled in
the saddle and fell, but springing to his
feet, dying though he was, he delivered
one tremendous cut at some dismounted
Arabs nearest him, with such terrible
effect as to sever the heads from the
shoulders of two of them. As he dropped
the Ara'!:>sclosed in to mutilate him, but
a dozen men sprang from the square aLd
torn his body from them. All this happened so quickly as to bewilder tho
spectators.-[Boston
Bulletin.

lS!rivinJ.
I started on a lonely road,

A few companions with me wen,,
Some fe'.l behind, some forward strode,
But all on one high purpose bent;
To live fo.r nature' finding truth •
In beauty and the shrines of art:
To consecrate our joyous youth
To aims outside the common mart.
I turned aside and lingered long
To pluck a rose, to hear a bird,
To muse while listening to the song
Of brooks through leafy coverts heard;
To live in thoughts that brought no fame
Or guerdon from the thoughtless crowd
To toil.for ends that could not claim
The world's applause coarse and loud.
But s'ill, though oft I bind my sheaf,
In fields my comrades have not known,
Though art is long and life is brief,
And youth has now forever flown;
I would not lose the raptures sweet.
Nor scorn the toil of earlier year3;
Still would I clmb with eager feet,
Though towering height on height appears-Cranch's

Ariel anrl Caliban.

HUMOROU:s.
To be iooked up to-The

fashionable

bat.
The burning question- "Have you a
light?"
'When a man is entertained by a club
he is hit hard.
Activity in the building
ning up houses.

trade-Run-

Gray hair being fashionable,
ladies never say dye.

elderly

Jumping at a conclusion--.A dog trying to catch his own tail.
Young artist-,Vell,
Charley, what do
you think I ought to get for this paintingW Charley-Six months.
A magazine bas an article on the mys~
teries of vegetable life; but it doesn't
tell us how it is that the largest specimens always get on the top of the
basket.
"You are picturing rather a gloomy
iuture for me, mad!lme," he said to the
fortune-teller.
''Yes, sir," she replied;
"but it's the best I can do for half a.
dollar."
We have the Atlantic slope, th!l Pa-c;fic slope, the Gulf slope, but the Canada slope seems to b2 the most prominent one before the public just at
present.
The man who was going to be hung
was rather paradoxical whea he told the
hanaman that he desired the job done
qui;kly, as he did not want to be kept
in suspense.
"I never change my mind," said Mrs.
Brown, with a st:ap of the jaw heard all
over the room. ''I wish you would, my
dear," said Brown, mildly.
"It must
be an improvement."
A lady had some goods sent home,
marked C. 0. D. A little nine-year-old
girl cxclaillled:
"I know what C. 0.
D. means: Call on dad."
Which wat
singularly near the mark.
Faith i.; sometimes represented by the
figures of a .drenched female clinging to
a se:1 washed rock, but a better personification would be a baldhcaclcd man buying a bottle of patent hair restorer.
They were talking of the feminine sex,
when Mme. B. exclaimed: ''You men
are right to accuse us. I only know two
perfect women."
"And who is tho
otherW" inquired her companion, gallantly.
"Yes, Mr. Oldboy,''. she simpered, "l
have seen twenty-seven springs. Would
you think it?".
"Well, yes, ma'am. I
don't know but what I would," Mr.
Old boy said, "and I guess some of them
s1)rings must have been very backward. ,o

'l'he L\fe of Man.
At the a"e of 25 a man should have
acquired his maximum hight, varying
normally from five feet six rnches to six
feet. His weight should slowly increa~e
throughout the adult period, being at 30
a little·less than the maximum, which
should be reachc:l at 40. 'The weight is
very variable between the normal limits;
but the average among men of medium
hight 25 years old may be placed at
about 140 pounds. The power of endurance should be greatest between 20
and 30; that is, a man should be able to
endure hardships betwcet 20 and 30
than at any other time of life. The system may perhaps bear the burden of
more protracted but less vigorous exactions during the period of maturity; but
intense heat or cold of short durat.ion,
and such work as lifting heavy weights,
taking shm~t but rapid runs, and indeed
every exercise which taxes severely but
A Persian Apology,
brhfly the muscular and nervous sntems
A prominent official of Tabreeze, Per ..
are best borne at the adult age.
sia, had nu altercation with au English
Life Distribulion.
gentleman, and repeatedly called him a
In his presidential address to the Brit- liar to his face. The Englishman, who
ish Association, on the geology of the seemed not to be acquainted with orien.Atlantic, Sir J. W. Dawson mentioned
tal character, sent him a note, demandtwo curious paradoxes concerning the ing either an apology or that he should
difficult problem of the distribution of accept a challenge to fight. The Perlife over the earth: First, the c!iances of sian was not a coward --few Persians are
the wide distribution of marine species poltroons-but
the idea of risking his
are not excc•p(ionally great, as might be life because he had called another man a
inferred, for the reasoa that the great liar seemed to him preposterous.
"l
depths of the sea have been f,mnd to be fight!" ,said he; "what shall I fight for!
ns impassable to most marine animals as I only called him a liar, and now he
the laud itself. Second, the deep sen., wunh me to fight him. Never wa., anywhich is so great a uarrier to the passage thing more absurd.
''Well," said tho
of shallow water animals, seems actually gentleman who took tho note to him,
under certain conditions to nfford f11cili- "he says you will have to fight him,
ties for the migration of land animals There is no way Pi •getting out of it..'"
and plants, greater than those of un-- ''But I say I won't fight," re:plied the
broken ooRtinent~.
other.
"Then you must apologize. ,r
"Apologize I What does he moan by
A Dear Frozen· to Death.
apologize!"
"Why, tako it all back,
A traveling man who has been in and say that you are sorry that you called
Aroostook County says that a bear waa him a liar; that is whet it mo:ms." "la
found in the road froz •n to death in one that alli" replied tho Po:rsian. "Of
of the recent cold siaaps. The mighty cou-se I'll npologize; I'll say whatever
hunter of the Fairfield J ournnl excluims h_e wish_
d I ca m_
1 e to I say. I_
l lied h when IC
that.bruin will stand a great am:iunt of calle um a mr.
nm a iar, t e SO.:J, o
c~ld in his den but when driven out\ a liar, and tho grandson of linrs. What
.
'
.
l
t" [L d
where he 11 unsheltered he d1es"alver7 · more
doeshc want mo to say - · OJl ~
F'
I quickly,-[Bangor (Mc.) Commcrc1 •
1g11ro.
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NEWS NOTES.
Saturday Jttdge Barnum issued an order
requiring people to show cause why a stay
should not be granted to the condcted rdderman, John O'Neil.
Saturday next is
fixed for the hearing.
Three thousand
in New York.

Thursday,
February
24,1887.

dyers

are on the strike

A cablegram
from :'.ice announces the
death there of i\fr,. \Yalter F. McConnell
of Kew York, who gave money for building
DIXFIELD, Feb. :n, rSS,.
the chancel of St. Thomae; church at HanJllr. Editor: I noticed in your last cdi- over. ~- II.
tion, an article from this town in regard
Caleb Cole, Northumberland,
N. II.,
to the sale of liquor in the village, and aged 35, was run over by a loaded sled, and
could bnt notice the false idea conveyed to died from his injuries.
the reader unacquainted
with the circum?11issNellie \Villis, a fashionable Jersey
st,1nces. It showed the writer either to be City society girl, received as a valentine a
ignorant of his subject or to be in some poisoned box of of figs.
way interested in the liquor traffic. \\'hich,
Patrick Doyle, aged 19, was killed by
it is not for the to say. Ile thinks it is a cars at North Adams, Mass., Feb.19.
question whether w,· have any one in our
The \Vorccster, Mass., people Saturday
village who sells liquor to our young men.
thought they had a first class trunk mysIt is no question.
There is no possibility
ten· • but when opened the trunk was found
of a doubt about it. The only question
there can be is whether there is one gallon to ~~ntaln only ome green hides.

T,v~ Wa.ys cf Telling A St.oiy.

or five sold every day.
And it seems
strange that one who has such an interest
in the upbuilding
of the village as the
writer pretends to possess should not notice it. It seems almost too strange to
believe.
It can be accounted for only by
supposing that he is unwilling to notice it,
or that he is not in a condition suitable to
see straight.
I have not been into the village for months without seeing some one
more or less under the influence of liquor.
That the complaint was without cause and
made in spite only is all "bosh" and the
writer has no right to make the assertion.
\Vith all the deference due his superior
judgment, we think there are men in town
who like to see the law enCorced well
enough to make the complaint "from motives of purn moral principles."
The
writer seems to judge others by him,elf.
Furthermore,
when he ~ays "but a small
part of the young men summoned indulge
in the habit," we think he must have been
romancing.
Nevertheless, if he will pick
out more than six of our young men who
do not drink I will waive the point.
I do
not think there is a man in town who
thinks more of the village than myself.
Neither. do I think one can aid in the
growth and prosperity of the place by upholding the sale of rum and depreciating
any attempt that may be made for the enforcement of the law.
l<:11,r:.vi11g
that I have "misrepresented
nothing," I hope that I may "mar" the
feelings of some enough to awaken them
to the cursed evil which is fast ruining
our little village.
A~oTHER CrTIZE1'.

Chas. O. Caswell, a student at Dartmouth. it is reported, wedded Miss Maria
A. Simpson of ~ewmarkct, N. II. under a
fraudulent license and now coolly informs
her that her marriage is illegal.
Messrs. Gay. \Vooclman & Co., large
shoe manutacturers of Lewiston, propose
to enlarge their aln:acly extensive manufactory so as to meet the increasing demand
upon their business.
\Vork "·ill begin a~
,oon as spring opens, and the capacity of
the work will be extended at leaslone-half.

It is a good rule to accept only such
medicines as are known to be wo,·th_v of
confidence.
It has been the experience of
thousands that Ayer's Cherry Pectoral is
the best medicine e,·er u,ed for throat and
lung cliseases.
Six inches of snow fell nt Skowhegan
Friday, Feb. 18. At about eight o'clock
in the evening, the roof of the large store
house of Bixby & Goodwin, fell in with a
crash. The damages will exceed $500.
The building was new, built Inst summer
at a cost of about $2 ,ooo.
Culver Hall, one of the finest college
buildings owned joint I l' b_v D:1rtmouth
College and the c'lew Hampshire Colleg-.,
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, containing the Hitchcock geological collections
and natural history specimens.
nan·owly
escaped destruction by fire Feb. 20. The
blaze originated around the ash bin in the
basement, but was extinguished
by the
students before it gained much hendway.
Damage slight.

Craft's Shoe :'.\fanufactor_v in Auburn
has been closed for re,·eral days. A new
machine for burnishing was put in by the
proprietors. thus saving the labor of about
That Dixfield "citizen"
nevtr was on
six men. The employes struck, and as yet
the road much wa~ he? never on Paris Hill
there is no pro~pect of a settlement.
before-failed
to see the effects of liquor in
The Continental Mills, which have been
the village-a large part of the young men
summoned do not indulge-who
can citi- nmning with about half their capacity for
zen be? where does he stay at Dixfield? the past two years, are about to be started
Tell tale eyes, faces as a whole, the step, up to the full extent of the machinery.
the talk, all the evidences placed upon This is good news to many people, both
man by drink go for naught with citizen, business men and operatives.
or, perhaps his letter was the bitterest
s:u<.:asm. The burning shame and disgrace
that comes to Dixfield is that the evidence
did not cover truthfully the real facts and
allow indictments and convictions.
They
will come however.
A::--oTrIER.
On the afternoon of Feb. 19, ".\frs. Cleveland held her last public reception.
It
was attended by more people than any
similar event at the \Vhile House.
The
crowd was composed mair.ly ofladie,, and
the number is estimated at ro,ooo. Excursion parties from 13altimore, Brooklyn and
other places were present.
The reception
began at 3 o'clock .and lasted until_:; o'clock.
Constant accessions were received from
all directions, and the line became so dense
that seYeral laclifs fainted and had to be
taken away. Mrs. Cleveland was assisted
by :C-.Iiss Cleveland,
?IIrs. Folsum, Miss
Endicott, and )..Iiss La1na1·. It becan1e absolutely necessary to close the doors at exnctly 5 o'clock and turn away n1an_y hundreds of ladies

·who had taken

their p]acei;

at the end of the line soon after
to move.

Vv. B. Lynch. M. D., of Auburn N. Y.,
says that lie has used \VISTAR 's BALS.\'.\'I
OF WrLD C11ERRyin his family for coughs
and pulmonary
complaints,
ha\ recommended it to others with invariably happy
results, and esteems it a valuable remedy.
The great fires in :i\'Iai"e towns recently
and the destruction
of the old Oxford
House last Monday evening so loPg and
favorn!,ly known has roused the citizens of
Fryeburg to the necessity of preparing
themselves to util·ize to the best advantage
in case of fire their splendid system of
waterworks.
A. O. Pike, Esq. and Thomas C, Shirley h,n-e been chosen by an enthusiastic meeting of the citizens to proceed
to Aur.usta to-morrow morning to present
to the legislature a bill for the incorporation
of the village of Fr_veburg for fire purposes.

Wb~n lh.h)· wna ~kk. v,e gaPt hc-i·Cn,...to~2:,
When s;:o was a..Cldlf.., sho crie<i for ( ,,,,oria,,
\\hen t~ho l,~:;:imo !,Jiss. she cl!w..::to ca ....
to:ia.,

BOSTON
PRICE
CURRENT.

statistics.
By a careful estimate (Dr. Ilargrnves)
the total ann~ial loss to 0111·countr_y by the Rum
Rev. A. B. Kendig, D. D., says :-'·That
the Giant is $1,835,843,221 !
Apples,
1.50 l,") 3.00
"'hat do these figures signi(r?
Less fuel iiBarley,
he,·crage is harmless or
.60 l,"> .S7 selling of intoxicating
Beans-Pea,
1.So p r.90 ltarwf"'·
If the first it neither need licen,;ing the home, less cash in the pocket. poorer clothe~
-Yellow
Eyes,
1.65 l,") 2.00
nor to be prohibited.
If the latter, the most or- on the back, less wholesome food in the stomach,
-Li1na,
~-IS l,") 2.40
and saddest of all it means forgery, murder, the
Beef, per bbl.
6.oo p 7.00 dinary common sense must decide to prohibit it.
and the gallows!
\Yho can assign
-Choice
Famil)',
9.50 1,' IC>-SU IIencc I vote 1'0 LICENSE, and YES fo1· con,Litn- pinitentiary
-Hams,
21.(X>
l? 22.00
tional Prohibition.
It is n,)t a qne,t.ion whether a limit to the evils resulting from the existence
-'fongucs,
20.00
lY : r.oo
of
this
Giant
in
our
midst.
when
we realize that
Butter-lump,
.25 l,") .38 a prohibitory law can be enf'or.:cd. but whether
the thing prohibited is wrong; henc.:, I \'Ole no 2s cents worth or him may unfit a man for busi-Creamery,
ness. 50 cents worth may make a man subservi-Dairy,
license."
Cheese-factory,
ent to any evil temptation, or the victim of swin-10~ l,"> ·If
The generic term we \\-ill u<e to briefly express
-Sage,
. 14 l,"> • TS
dlers, and 7_::,cents worth may cause him to murCorn,
.56 P
·57 the crying evil involved in the social drinking of der his friend, parent, wife or child; while his
Coffee-Rio,
.17~ p
.202
intoxicating beverage,, or temperance
question,
perpe~ial money value in the nation's marts is
-Java,
• 2 4 '\?
·.H
Eggs,
.n '\;> .26 will be "Rum Giant;" for indeed he is a giant as no less than $1,500,000,000?
the following statistics will illustrate:Flour-extras,
3.25 P 4.75
This Rum Glant stands in the midst of two
-St. Louis,
The term and statistics are from Dr. Kenclig's
4·7S l,"> 5.00
classes. Teetotaler and Drunkards.
Some of 011r
-New Process,
S-45 P .5.6o lectures on 'Boston's Big Ginnt,' puhlishccl by the
friends say three classes, which they obtain by a
Hams,
.l]
l,")
.11~
:\Iass.
T.
A.
S.,
36
Brornfi.cld
St.,
Room
3.
Honey-comb,
.13 l,"> .16
subdivision of the latter class. But as for myThis 'Giant' was born 1656 B. C. Although
-Extracted,
.o.5 ti
.o6
self, so far as right principle is concerned in its
Hops. 'S6,
• 2 5 ti
.30 very old, he is more ,·igorous to-cla_v than at any bearing upon the term drunkard, I can discern
Lard.
.07¾ ~;, .oS period of his C\'Cntful life. His birth-place:Molasses-N.
0.
no difference between the drinking of one dram
·3 2 ti
·.'iS 1-\rn1enia in 1\~ia; his genealogy
runs thus:
Oats,
of alcohol for the gratifying effect if gives and
·41 ti
.48
Pork, bbl.
13.50 l:.i 16.00 "Xuah began to be a husbandman and planted a the drinking of five, except a mathematical one.
-Salt Pork. per lb.
.Oj l)
.07!l vineyard;
and he drank of the wine and was
Five drams of alcohol per man might make a
Potatoes, bbl.
r.75 ti 2.00 drunken."
llis progenitors :-The devil is his
Sugar.
more b~astly brawl, assault, or murder, than
.o6 l,"> .o61
father;
the
fle,h
his
mother.
:'.oah
was
his
first
Tea-Oolong,
.w l>' .75
would one dram per man. It is disreputable to
-Japan,
.20
l,")
. .50
victim. :ind he a church member!
He has trip- drink intoxicating liquor, is the verdict express-Eng.
Breakf.
.18 ti
.6o ped thousands of them since. It is said that eel and seeking expression in every human soul
30,000 church members fall an:1uall_v, in Eng- that has not sacrificed its plane of sympathy, its
land, through drink.
But if his first victim was sense of right.
\'\That now remains is to overa church member, so was the first teetotaler a come the cupidity of those involved in the nefachur~h member-:Hnnoah's
wife.
rious vocation of liquor or intoxicant vending,
ECONO!UY
IS WEALTH.
All the PA'l'TERNS you wish to use cludng the
"Oh, thou invisible spirit of wine, if thou hast check the inherent appetite, and qi:iench the
year for nothing (a saving of from $3.00 to S4.00) by
no name to be known by let t:s call thee DcYil." burning, soul-consuming
thirst of those of our
subscribing for
-Shakespeare.
fellow-beings who are caught in the meshes of
R.1m Giant is very ,'g tifirnnt to us, and thus the evil; and to make intoxicant drinking for
we will personify him. l Ie has gr<:at wealth. purposes of social commune odious.
And this
II is acti,·e and i,wcsled capit:tl in the l-nited m 1y be! accomplisheu by convincing society that
!Ltu~rated
States is no less than $r.500.ooo.ooo.
In our so::ial drinking is an evil that must be overcome
city it is no less than $so,ooo.ooo.
He has no regardless of the cost or sacrifice incurred. \Vho
Tv'\onthtl[
less than 3,648 business houses in our city; 3 dis- is not convinced,
The only sacrifice to be made
tilleries; 17 breweries; his reservoir founts; 386 that is worthy of the name, is that involved in
With Twelve Orders for Cut Paper Patterns of
your- own selection and of any size.
wholesale establishments;
the supply mains. the terrors of an incurred, ungratified appetite.
The stability of the Giant's throne rests most
BOTH PUBLICA_!,~g~s,ONE YEAR, 2,2+2 retailer,; fountain jets; besides r ,ooo systematized leaks (unlicensed
retailers).
There securely in the stomachs of his devotees.
The
are at least 30 daily drinkers at each jet and leak, power he wields there overrides that of reason
2
or 97, 00 each clay; equal to 30.345, uo each year. and every God-given sentiment of the soul, and
Allowing approximately
$20,000 as the daily ob- function of the will. Shall our fellow-beings
EMOREST'S
lation offered upon these b:bnlous altars of crime, who are thus burdened and in thralled, most misTHE
BES!
disease
and
death,
in
the
midst of which the jets erabl_v enchained victims for the Giant's evil al01·
all
th.e
Ma.gazines.
are set, we ha,·e substantially $.1.0,000,000, as the tar of human sacrifice, be aided, released, resCo~'fAt!'.ING
8'l'OHIE8
POE:'ltS, AND OTllEH LI1'E11ARY
A'f'fHAC'l'lO.K~,
L'U)llHNlN(T
AH.Tl~1'IC:. ~CJEN'cash value of the yearly sacrifice.
Dut this isn't cued? If so, how better than by prohibiting the
Tl!-'ll',
AKI> llous~HnLn
)l,\'l'Tf;HS.
Illust
at<:-d ·with
O·rigi•ial
Stf•<•l E1-1r11•n11- half!
Boston distillers and brewers turned out Giant from doing business in our midst, and our
inys,
J>f,otoyravu,1·r.<.,
Oil
1.~i<•fu1•f>." and
23,282,421 g:illons, equal to 7,,60,807 bushels of brothers from indulging in such evil devotion;
fine
ffoo1.fonts,
'lnald.ny
it the ,.1.l/oclolM.ayazino of "11nf>1•ica.
grain, or u6,4n,rcs
loa,·es of bread-1,000
to thus dethroning and destroying the Giant him1
1 1
th;tt\~llf;
~~}~~:\~~~ t~f ~~~Pi!\,~~~1cfn~1
each family.
This grain cost $17 .461 ,81s.75. self? What are the instrumentalities
to this end?
in the fa~hion department. in that number, and in
allow three per- The most divine human edict is the Ballot.
By:
anv of the ~i;,;es manufactnrcd, making pattern$ The labor the giant employs:
du"rin<Ythe ye:ir of the value of over three dollar8. sons to each of the 3,64S liquor places, equal to it God is enthroned in humanity's
affairs!
Cast
DE~lORES'l"S MONTHLY is justly entitled the
1
0
0
1
ro,944 at $2.00 per day for one year, $6,829,056. it against this Rum Giant, until he is destroyed,
i;~~~~:
1;n'5
These men engaged in some useful employment
and God's right rules in the Giant's place. En1
11
fe!}a[fit~;~~Ni:t-jo1!~~~\i!l ~i11~t~1~~11~,~
~~;;:
would add as much more to capital, making force personal prohibition :-For your own sakes,
provrd nud 80 exrt-n8ivcly as to placP it at the hrn<l
of Family Periodicnl~. It coniains 72 pngcs. l~u·ge $13,6_:,S.u2-the
labor he destroys.
Total ar- for the sake of your wife, for the sake of your
quarto, 8J{xll½ inches, ele!"1111tly
printed nncl fully
rests for drunkenness in year ending-:.foy r, 1S85, children, for the sake of your brother man.
illu~tn1tcd. Pu"blishec.l by ,v. J,.muings n~morcst,
New York,
16,78o, costing $395.roo for fines and loss of time.
\Vhat is Constitutional
Prohibition?
GovernAND BV SPECIAL AGREEMENT COMBINED
The tax Ile occasions by being the author of 84 ment is instituted by the people, for the people.
WITH THE
per cent. of crime; for fines and witness fees, It is the formal act of the people after mature de$75,000; cost of maintaining prisoners, $300,000; liberation; it is a part of the organic law of the
:J!!9
81 per cent. of expense for police force, $763.239; commonwealth,
more stable than statutory pro1
court expenses $150,CXX);making $r ,288,239 the hibition.
lt is what we want.
Shall we not ask
The undersigned having been restore<l criminal tax the Rum Giant imposes upon Bos- for what we want in every proper way? Agitate!
to health by simple means, after suffering ton in a single year!
for so God purifies the air. Petition! that js our
for several years with a severe lung affecRECAPITULATE.
right divine.
Rest not! until this Giant is detion, and that dread disease Ccmumption,
Drop out the fifty million invested in the para- throned and his altar of evil destroyed.
is anxious to make known to his fellow
sufferers the-means of cure. T0 those who phernalia essential to carry on his business, and
\'le may not demand that temperate
people
desire it, he will cheerfully
send (free of look at what He annually demands as a tribute to shall not drink because intemperate
people get
charge) a copy of the prescription
used,
drunk; nor should we seek to control the personwhich they will find a sure cure for Con- his business:$, 7,.15,,S,s.co al habits of any citize11; but \\·e may demand the
SU!l)ption, Asthma, Cata:r-r-h,
Broncb.it<sand Grains consumed,
all throat and lung l.1'.l:alaclies.He hopes In the labor He emp!nys,
6,829,056.00 right as a people to say whether we will have the
all sufferers will try his Remedy, as it is In His destruction oflabnr,
395,100.00grog-shop business continued or constitutionally
0
invaluable.
Those desiring the prescrip20
prohibited•
1 !~~~:::e\
tion, w11ich will cost them nothing, and
1~:r ~~;e~:~~:~:::,
may prove a blessing, will please address, Paupers to be maintained,
120,(X)().OO
The ballot, that silent instrument,
REv. EnwARD A. \VrLsox, \Villiamsburg,
Criminal expenses incurred
In earnest, honest, intelligent hands,
King'5 County, New York.
ry52
As God's word is potent
The city tax levy, if assessed per capita, would
M
having· been curer!
In rose, and verdant lands,
lllfil , of Nervous prostra- be $22.29. But the Giant assesses one of$rr9.51.
In miasma and barren sands.
tion, l::lemi11al\Veak11e$S, PrPmatnre
Dc:- The principal
manufacturing
industries of onr
Ever in itself perfect, true;
cay, and ail the evil effects of early indis- city employ 39,n.5 persons, whose total wages
cretion and yonthful folly. is anxious t,o
So man's messenger of "·ill
These are adding to the
make known to others the simple mode aggregate$23,71.5.14-o.
Sent along the lines, will do.
to the peace, happiness,
of self-cm·~.
To those who wish and wealth; contributing
Of equity, love to all, fulfill;
will give him their symptoms,
he ·will virtue and well-being of the people; yet they resend (free) by rHurn mail a copy of the cei vc but a tritle more than one-hair as much as
Inhibit the Giant's power to kill.
recipe so SIICCPSSfull.,·used in his casP.
Voter! dclegalize the drunkard's broad way
chief instigator
Acldres~ in confidence.
JAMES
W. that paid to the Rum Giant-the
By casting thy elective might
of the people's woes.
PrnK1'EY, 42 Cedar St .. N. Y.
ly52
Against the saloon that leads astray
Gross estimate of city's expense,
Thy brother, and in thy sight.
Vote right, you know the right.
Gross wage~ paid to 39.1 r_:;artisans, $23,715,140
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After Forty years'
experience
in the
preparA.tion of more
than One Hundred
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Trial
Trip--6mos.--50
cts.
Our ten cent Trial Trip offer closed last
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it began

Everybody
needs a spring
medicine.
By using Ayer's Sarsaparilla,
the blood is
thoroughly cleansed and invigorated, the
appetite stimulated, and the system prepar<'.d to resist the disease~ peculiar to the
sumtller months.
Ask tor Ay~r·s Sarsaparilla. Take no other.

ThH Rnm :Ciarrt.

U~fl~l-~r!t~~tin°~d
~~r~i~~~~5u~~

rh~
tries, the publisbPra of the Scie~tifio
American continue to act a.s solic1ton
for patents, caveats, trade-marks, copyrights. etc., for the United States, and
to obtu.m patents in Oa.nadn., England, France,
Germµ.ny, and all other countries
Their
ence 1s unequaled and their facilities a.re unsur ...
passe1.
Drawings and i.pecifictk.tions prepared 11.ndfiled
in the Patent Office on shot·t notice. '1'erms very
reasonable. No charge for examination of model■
or drawinga. Advice by nrnil free

Boston's

gross debt in 1884,

IMPROVED

$42.922, r8o
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Giant's cost for one year,

$46,610,210
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Is there any apparent reason in the above clia•
gram for "hard times?"
experiJune, since \\·hich time ,,-c have had freNov. 9th and 10th, '72. occurred onr great fire,
quent calls for a similar offer. \\'e now
in which 65 acres were burned over, 776 buildmake the following olfcr :-To any person
ings consumed. and property worth $78,000,CXX)
who has not heen a reader of the TELEde~troycd.
I Iow this catastrophe
touched the
l'HO~J,;
with,n the past two years. we will
0
In~~!eS~i°~~/i;IiJ¾1C
A\~·RTti'~~!,tSi:ig!~
A llleeting of citizens ll'a~ called at Rich- send the paper on trial Srx Mo~Tl!S FOR
remotest
civilization, and evoked a world-wide
the largest chcula.tion and i:-11,hemm;t influential
mond, Feb. :?O, to consider arran.i:rements so CTS. p'.\rn TX ,\l>\'ANCE: and pro111j,tly
newspaper of it.s kind published in the world.
sympathy!
But.
has
it
occurred
to
us that in
The adva.nta.ges of snch n. notice every va.tentee
to establish another shoe factorv in Rich- stoj> when time expires.
understn.nds.
every 16 months of rum's fiery holocanst, is conE. N. CARVER,
Pub'r.
0
mond. There is a prospect tiiat such a
ie ~~t1~:~~a
~iust:otf:dy~:;:si:s~:
sumed as much value. \Vhat are the fruits gath1
thing may be acc,>mplished at no distant
~~~l~~~:.~ i ~~!~rii~~!~
~~g~~~:;iiit;d ~grt~~e~~~
ered of this tremendous sacrifice we make to this
Fn=:::.
day.
other departments
of industrial pro~ress, pub\\·rcatl:s,
Crosses,
lisoed in any country. It cont.ains the na.mes ot
'Rnm Giant,' that arc inexpressibly
deplorable,
0
Pillow,, ,·tc. Flowns
prcsencd.
l have· nia•.ck
:~c~a~;::1~. s ,¥~j
Ut~~~~ 0tu0t~~b:P,f~~0~~~al~Y1~t
and as revolting to onr common humanit_v? !Ie
111
1
1
1
Sold by all newsdeu.len.
~)/~ /lft~
, ~~~~·)t~\.~t6~\\)~.c!l~t
0.'."~:)
t~:~1a;,\~~
If you have an invention to patent •rite to
annually
robs
3.CXX)
children
of
the
benefits of
den, for tlic ahrnt.:.
l'ric.:cs low; Xc:::wdesigns.
:Munn & Co., puhlishers of Scientific Am.ericaza.,
These Powders arc strongly recommended
for produc361 Broadway, New York
Order of
I Yi
-1
ont· public school. inspires six rapes, produces ing a fine smooth skin, and for bringing horsei; into g-cnc _
Handbook about pa.tent ■ mailed frea.
200 insane cases, horrifies us with seven cases of r:al good condition. Thry give tone to the stomach and
C. 0. HOLT. CANTON.
sodomy. 3S cnses of lewdness, commits 2,676 as- fn°c th~ blood from all bad humors. They will be found ot
r....~..--y~
great value in Coughs, Colds, Distemper, Swt.::llcdLegs, &c-.
saults. and 18 murders, makes 20,000 drnnkards,
"·or~e than wido,Ys 1O,0CX> \Vives and 1nothers,
1'he undcn;i.!~llt."'d wi~he$ to give notice
PREPARED
AND SOLD BY
that Geo. B. Staples is buving wood for
mantles with the blush of shame 15.CXX)
innocent
rued and poplar wood on his own account
and helpless children, and starts on the road to
X.A.'.rHAN REYNOLDS,
anu h:-.s hc,'n si,wc last fol:, and not a,
ruin 30,000 souls in this goodly city! Multiply
agent for the Denison Paper '.\!Lr. Co.
DRUCCIST,
these by 130. the ratio of the population of our
Dl~NISO,',; PAPER :\H'(;. CO.
13_,.\1n,A T. lh:xt,;ux,
l'res.
3m1
city to that of the counlr~. and we ha Ye startling
Canton,
Maine.
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